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Several Portland-area banks are targeting
senior citizens with slickly-named marketing plans.
Do our elders really have so much to invest?
Or are the banks quietly gearing up for the greying
of the baby boom?
Either way, there is a lesson here for all of us.
See page 6.

IT'S OPEN SEASON ON APATHY

Register or run for cover
Deer hunters and Democrats
have begun staking out their
respective prey. If you walk
erect and are not yet registered
to vote - take cover.
Pumped up from a Friday
night "fun-raising" bash, local
Dems of the very-invol ved sort
and of the running-for-theLegislature sort hit the streets
Saturday morning. They were
on the hunt for unregistered
voters.
As the posse circled at the
Free Street Democratic Hangout, a young woman wearing a
black coat stepped in from the
crisp morning air. She asked if
she could register to vote. Three
Oems lept to tag her with the
pink form. She was a gimmie.
Then the Big-Game-Boys arrived.

FA( ; I «)RY S I ( )RE

U.S. Congressman Joe Brennan swaggered in with his press
guy. Brennan said he was
happy to be there and mustered out the troops with a
speech:
"In the Maine Legislature
every election, as many as ten
races may be decided by five to
ten votes. You can't effect
change unless you can get into
the ballot box .. .
"If you went out in the
wealthiest neighborhoods, you
might be wasting your time ...
you might even becounter-productive."
Commander Brennan then
shook hands with the young
woman in the black jacket, who
was dubbed the "most newly
registered voter in the state."

Then he left.
Herb Adams, candidate for
state rep, showed cvc~ione
how to fill in the pink forms.
Gerard Conley, an incumbent
state rep from the West End,
advised the troops to use
camouflage: "Just tell them,
'You look like a Democrat.' Lots
of times that's all they need to
hear."
In small teams, with pink
cards and pens, they headed
out the door.
"I know just the neighborhood I'm going to. There's a lot
of turnover," someone said.
"There's a goldmine of voters out there, and they're all
ours."
At the end of the day 160 new
voters had been tagged.
- Hannah Holmes

Peace walk
REGISTER TO VOTE! this way

How

UP
TO

Hill housing
falls flat

Visit our two locations in Maine
i
~ where you will find incredible
SAVINGS OF UP TO 800/0
on a tremendous selection including
Dinnerware, Crystal, China,
Giftware, Stemware, Flatware,
Linens, Cookware and much more.
Your choice of old favorites
and contemporary classic.

OPEN 7 DAYS
31 Main Street
Freeport, Maine 04032
(207) 865-9441
The Maine Outlet
U.S. Route 1
Kittery, Maine 03904
(207) 439-6550

Boston developer Joseph
Timilty faces an uphill battle to
get his SO-unit apartment project to the top of Munjoy Hill.
Most of the 100 people who
listened to his proposal at a
Munjoy Hill NeighborhoodOrganizationmeetingOct.12were
not impressed.
But Timilty, and Michael
D' Avolio, also of Boston, don't
stand to lose very much. They
have neither bought the land,
obtained the finanCing, nor initiated market, traffic, soil, and
stress tests fer the proposed
project at the comer of Walnut
and North Streets.
"We presently have envisioned for this site the 80-20
program," said Tirnilty. This
means that 80 percent of the
apartments would be rented at
market rates and 20 percent (16
apartments) would be subsidized, with tenants paying 30
percent of their incomes as rent,
and taxpayers making up the
difference.
People at the meeting criticized the density of the project.
Many thought the developers
would have trouble getting the
$650 to $750 per month they
will want for the "affordable,
family-oriented" apartments.
The planning board will hold
a workshop session for the
proposal on Nov. 22.
- John Alphonse

TO, WHERE TO, WHEN TO

After Oct. 31, the only way to register will be to go to City
Hall (in the front door, turn right). You can register on
election day, but you can't do it at the polling place.
Take identification with you. You will need something
with your current address on it. If you are a naturalized
citizen, you will need to know the city, the date, and the
court that you were naturalized in.
You can enroll in a political party when you register. If you
register as an Independent, you can't vote in primary elections. If you register as Democrat or Republican, you can still
"split the ticket," and vote for some of each. For this election,
you don't need to enroll in any party, because everyone will
be getting the same ballot.
You can change parties after three months, but it takes
three more months to be finalized.
Jury duty is determined by other means than voter registration records; not registering doesn't guarantee that you
won't be called.
A voter registration van will be at the Civic Center on
Saturday Oct. 22, from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., and on Sunday
Oct. 23, from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
City Hall will be open for voter registration from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday, and on Saturday Nov. 5,
from 8 a.m. to 12 p.rn.
- Hannah Holmes

Radonredux
Well, at least you can breath
easy indoors.
Maine Senator George
Mitchell's Clean Air bill bit the
CongreSSional dust, but his
Radon bill has passed everything but Presidential muster.
And the President is not expected to veto this one.
A year and a half after Mitchell introduced it, legislation was
passed by Congress that will
funnel $30 milliori in three years
to radon-ridden states.
The money will allow states
to buy equipment for measur-

ing radon. It will also be used
for radon education, training,
and information programs.
As well as money, the bill
gives directions. The Environmental Protection Agency is
being told to keep a close eye
on the private firms that are
testing and treating buildings
for radon gas.
A natural radioactive gas,
radon sneaks in through the
foundations of houses. Only
cigarettes are better at causing
lung cancer.
- Hannah Holmes

Ely Dale pointed the way and
told them, "Your walk is that
way - we want you to be walking while we're singing. Otherwise we'll run out of verses."
On that note, most of the 200
Peacewalkers headed out of
Deering Oaks Park on Sunday,
singing along with the Salem
Street duo, "Gonna lay down
my sword and shield, down by
the riverside, down by the riverside, down by the riverside..."
In thirteen communities from
Presque Isle to Bucksport, 1,000
walkers racked up what Peace
Walk '88 Kingpin Karl Rogers
estimated to be $20,000 in
pledges. One third of that will
go to The Maine Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign, and one
third to The Maine Coalition
for Peace and Justice in Central
America. The third third goes
to each walker's cause-ofchoice. PAUSICA, some
churches, and the Casco Bay
Greens led among the chosen
causes.
Stragglers, in no great hurry
to finish Sunday's 10 kilometer
walk around Portland, hung
out looking at buttons and
bumper stickers, and settling
babies into carriages.
"Is this a good one, AI, to slap
on the back of Soph?" asked
Jenny. Al peeled a "Let's Give
Our Children a World Without
War" sticker and smoothed it
onto the canvas carrier on
Jenny's back. In the carrier,
So ph grinned.

Showdown at the Starcade

.... Patricia Morris, 24, was arrested in March for prostitution in Providence, R.I., when
she solicited the commander of
a police undercover team. According to the Providence Journal, Lt. Richard Tamburini was
on his way to meet members of
his team when Morris flagged
him down and solicited him.
Late for the meeting and not
wanting to reveal his identity
or spend time arresting her, he
told her he thought he saw a
police car and tried to drive
away. She ran after him, shouting, "There's no police car."

Punks and profiteers are
headed for a showdown on
Congress Street.
Hundreds of merchants, customers and employees have
petitioned the city to revoke
the licence of the Starcade, a
video amusement parlor at 486
Congress St. They claim that
the youthful crowd attracted
by the amusement center is
repulsing their clientele.
Flick Gehrig, buyer at Material Objects, said the store
owners are complaining as far
away as One City Center. He
said that customers have been

- Chuck Shepard/Alternet
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News of the Weird
When she caught up to him in
the next block, he again tried to
pull away, butshe ran after him,
shouting, "There's no cops." He
finally met up with his team,
which arrested Morris as she
was chasing Tamburini's car
down the middle of the street.
....The New England Journal
of Medidne reported in August that a death and several
serious illnesses that befell a
group of 12 regular card players was caused by germs left
when a cat gave birth near their
card table.

Casco Bay W_kly

prevented from entering and
from leaving the store. "Our
owner, Mary Lavendier, broke
up a fight and was punched in
the chest when the fight spilled
over into the store," he said,
claiming that the police, who
showed up a half hour later,
told him, ''You have to expect
this,considering your location."
Gehrig, nephew of baseball
Hall-of-Famer, Lou Gehrig,
insisted that he doesn't wantto
play hardball with Starcade.
"I'd hate to put anyone out of
business," he said.
- Bonnie Moore
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Ca.co Bay W_k1y is a paper
for peopla living in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media, Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street. Portland,
Maine 04102.
Send us your event listings,
your angry letters and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive all that kind of stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
the issue in which you want it
to appear.
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It isn't surprising that a
significant portion of our county's

Anne O'Brien

BRIGHT SHINING LIE

elderly population lives below the

by Neil Sheehan
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Our price
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poverty line.
Unfortunate? Yes.
surprising? No.
Our economy assumes growth. Growth
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assumes continuous income. Our
society assumes that elderly people
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are less productive - and they fall

We sat around The Tube
last Thursday night ...
ANYTHING FOR BILLY
by Larry McMurtry

Anne O'Brien reads to her own two children, Yuhnee, 3, and Perry,

Anne O'Brien has written
and illustrated several
children's books. Her series
of eight board books with
titles like, "I Want That" and
"I'm Not Tired", are simple
stories about toddler conflict.
Like her illustrations of Juanita Havill's "Jamaica's Find"
and "Jamaica Tagalong" (due
out in March), the books are
bright with watercolor. The
watercolors are bright with
the faces of kids from Peaks
Island and the Portland area.
Did you write children's
books before you had children?

No. I don't think it's any coincidence. When I first started out
I understood a lot about children because I had been one.
But I wasn't really looking at it
from a child's perspective.
Having Perry, I was smack in
the middle of it. Many great
authors and illustrators of
children's books don't have
children. In my case, that was
the last piece.
What are your favorite
children's books?

''Where the Wild Things Are"
is one of the most perfect
children's books ever created. I

Pub's price

Our price

$18.95

$15. 16

in their home on Peaks Island.

love Robert McCloskey's work thing extraneous in the illus- began realizing that illustrat- "Make Way for Ducklings", trating or writing. In adult ing was what I wanted to do.
writing, there's room for sham
"Blueberries for Sal".
and pretense; children know a Are you from Maine?
fraud when they see it.
What do you read now?
No. Essentially, I grew up in
Mostly children's books. Do you test your stories on Korea. I grew up bi-cultural and
bi-lingual. It was wonderful. I
Once in a while I get time to your children?
wish every child could grow
read an adult book.
Not really. I certainly some- up bi-cultural.
Do you have to work yourself times read them to my chilinto a mind-set to write for dren. But most of them are an You work that into your
attempt to address the child in books, don't you?
children?
me.
I started out trying' to. Now I
Oh yes. It's easy to write at a
realize
I don't have to. It comes
shallow, facile leveL But what Do you tell stories to your
out
naturally.
I'm very interyou get is generally a story children?
ested
in
the
positive
portrayal
without substance. What I'm
I don't think I'm very good at of children of all colors. I started
trying to learn now is that
that. Fantasy is not my strong out writing Korean folk tales.
depth.
suit. I love fantasy, but I guess I Those aren't published yet.
How do you get to that point? don't let myself leap in. I love to
tell cumulative stories, where Do you have a natural rapWhat I think it's about is find- they're part ofit. And we dra w port with children?
ing the child in yourself. The
a lot.
Yes. Heel very alive whenI'm
child in us represents our true
in a group of children. That's as
self in many ways.
Where did you learn illustratlong as I'm not the primary
Every sentence has to ring ing?
caretaker - if I can do my work
true. There's no room for anyI've always drawn. I got good and then be with children. I
at it faster than other children. love the irreverence and sponIt was a natural expression for taneity of children. I guess I like
me, and I always knew I was to play. One thing that is essential is respect. They havea great
going to be an artist.
I was a studio art major in deal to teach us, and they don't
college. I liked figure drawing need adults molding them or
and so on, but I sort of felt like changing them. They're not on
a misfit. In my senior year I the way to being something.
They are.
......... . . . - - knows where the
wild things are. but eats animal crackersanyway.

STORY OF MY LIFE
by Jay Mcinerney
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We huddled together in the
back room of our posh corporatesuites and watched the
presidential "debate" ... if
that's what you want to call
what we saw.
The League of Women Voters decided not to. Though
they have sponsored presidential debates for decades,
they shunned this year's telecast because the candidates
would not allowenoughtlexibility in the format for actual
debate to occur.
During the telecast, the candidates were if they would
"debate" again. Bush said he
would not and claimed that
the American people don't
want him to. Dukakis did not
answer the question and
hauled out his "The best
America is yet ... " stump
speech. Yet both are about to
spend millions of dollars
buying our attention through
pre-recorded television commercials.
Andy Boehm, writing for
Isthmus, an alternative
newsweekly in Wisconsin,
asks if we are being pre-recorded to stay home on election day.

Every four years in mid-October, the nation's political
pundits comment on how thoroughly preSidential campaigns
are directed toward television
exposure. Every four years in
mid-November the same savants lament about the continuing decline in voter turnout.
Rarely, however, do these
thinkers publicly ponder
whether the declining turnout
is connected to the dominance
of television as a campaign tool.
Is it possible that the television
fetish of our preSidential candidates is a cause of the decline in
voting?
I think so.
Televised campaigns seem at
first glance to have the promise
oi increasing voter participation. When TV was young, its
proponents praised it as an instrument of mass democracy .
N,o longer would exposure to
presidential candidates be restricted to an elite few. With TV
in every home, all Americans

could have the first-hand con- paigns, TV has eliminated the
tact with candidates that would desire to vote that human coninspire them to vote. It sounded tact can inspire. But what about
good, but it ignored both his- radio? Why didn't it reduce
turnout by substituting an electory and reality.
In this age of self-congratula- tronic presence for reality?
The answer is that radio is
tory high-tech, it's easy to forget just how much mass expo- much more than TV without
sure presidential candidates pictures. Con'sider the three
managed to achieve in the masters of radio politics: Adolf
primitive era before radio and Hitler, Winston Churchill, and
TV. Back then, most towns had Franklin Roosevelt. Hitler was
a railroad station, and candi- a pathetic-looking shrimp;
dates made "whistle stop" tours Churchill resembled a giant
that took them within reach of maggot; FDR's leonine countemost of the voters. In 1896, nance didn't hide the fact that
William McKinleycampaigned below the waist he was shrivalmost exclusively from his eled and Crippled. These "telefront porch, a tactic many now repellent" men would have
consider an anti-democratic flopped on TV. Yet in their own
exercise in voter avoidance. In unique way each was absoactuality, however, chartered lutely riveting when speaking
trains brought nearly a million through radio, a medium that
adult males, the only eligible requires each audience memvoters of the time, to his "hide- ber to actively imagine a visual
out" to appraise him in the flesh. image to match the auditory
One way or another, the one.
TV, however, leaves nothing
ubiquitous, low-tech railroad
ensured that a presidential to the imagination. It encourcandidate could reach nearly ages passive reception, and
all the voters who cared to judge passivity is the hallmark of the
him. And most did care. The non-voter. TV also inspires a
percentage of eligibles who lowest-common-denominator
actually voted was considera- style of campaigning. Paid TV
bly higher before the mass advertising is very expensive,
popularity of TV than after- and free TV advertising (a.k.a.
"news coverage") is hard to
ward.
Those who praise TV for obtain. So candidates and
increasing candidate accessibil- media consultants are usually
ity and accountability confuse unwilling to sully mass TV
video image with reality. exposure with fancy words,
Speaking in person, even in a out-of-the-ordinary ideas and
crowded stadium, a candidate complicated issue positions.
Attending a political rally
appears to an audience as a
flesh-and-blood human with a used to be a communal experidistinctive sound, size, shape, ence where people could evaluand body language. On TV the ate the candidates and ask felcandidate is a low-definition, low voters for their opinions.
low-fidelity, two-dimensional But TV encourages people to
stay home. It has caused presireplica of the real human.
TV undoubtedly inspires dential candidates to replace
people to buy consumer goods, personalized, "retail" politics
but when it comes to choosing with televised, "wholesale"
a national leader, they respond campaigning.
TV favors candidates who are
far more strongly to in-person
and dull, like the
commonplace
sales pitches. Even in the TV
guy
next
door.
But
when people
age, campaigns centered
don't want
select
a
leader,
they
around extensive in-person
a
neighbor
just
like
them.
They
contact with the candidate
expect
someone
inspiring
and
Uesse Jackson in 1988) or the
out-of-the-ordinary.
If
they
candidate's volunteer surrogates (Eugene McCarthy in can't have such a person, many
1968) can beat a video-based ask, "Why bother to vote?"
Finding no answer, they stay
campaign.
By depersonalizing cam- home on election day.

into the low-income sub-group.
The situation won't be any
different 10-12 years from now when
the front end of the baby-boom
generation hits 55. Despite the
availability of Keoghs, IRAs and
other financial-planning vehicles,
many of these soon-to-be senior
citizens will be scuffling through
their retirement years.
The next generation of elderly has
incurred more debt on fewer
high-paying union jobs. No social
program or safety net will be able
to significantly alter the impending
demographic reality.
But there's no excuse for failing
at least to attempt to mitigate it.
No one will be able to say they
didn't see it coming.
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anking ads on television lately have been swarming
with swell-looking older types. These seniors beatyuppies at tennis and tout the privileges of seniority with
wrinkle-free grins. One such privilege, conspicuous in the
ads, is having enough money for country-club membership, spiffy tennis clothes, $50 haircuts, and - of courseinvestments.
Another TV ad features a matron just beside herself with
worry about whether to sell the big, old house and put the
proceeds into CDs or ... land sakes, it's just too confusing. A
visit to the bank is surely the
cure for her worries. Then
comes the pitch for special
services: the Fifty-Plus Club
(Casco Northern), Special
One Checking (Maine Savings), Key Preference Accounts (Key Bank), or Golden
Plus (Maine National).
It seems as though the
banks suddenly discovered
Cumbedand County's 30,000
residents aged 65 and older.
That heretofore untargeted
group has become the darling of intensive advertising
campaigns designed by
savvy ad agencies for area
banks.
But a closer look at the
county's retirement-age
population reveals a different story: the 11,000 women
have an average income of
$4,613; the 19,000 men are
bringing home just a hair
more at $5,559. That's a year,
folks.
Are these people worried
about where to stash all their
dough?

L

LoraCoff"m
volunteering at
Portland Museum of Art
Gift Shop

"I thought that bank had a

clever adman making that up."

ora Coffin isn't.
''I thoughtthat bank had
a clever adman making
that up," she says of Casco
Northern's television ads.
She lives on a fixed income
and is the first to agree with
the bankers that she is not

CBW photo/Joe Kievit!

poor. But at 70 years of age, the only financial service she is
interested in is free checking.
Coffin lives on a small pension and social security totalling $669 a month - which she says is more than some of
her friends get.
"Of course, that is before they take out for Medicare," she
explains. Although she is healthy today, she suffered a
heart attack in 1971, which ate up most of her savings. ''It
could happen to you, what happened to me," she says,
deadpan. Learning from that lesson Coffin now pays another $23 a month for a companion health plan plus an
additional $9 in Major Medical.
Coffin has lived in the same four-room West End .apartment for 34 years. In 1954 her rent was $75 a month. Itls now
well over $400. Since her retirement from Maine Medical
C~nter, financial assistance through Section 8 of the Portland Housi~g Author~ty has enabled her to stay in her
home. (See sldebar at nght).
Still, Coffin s~ys she doesn't worry at;>out. fina~ces too
much. Her car IS 10 years old, and she IS still active and
healthy enough to be thinking about buying another one
next year.
"1 li,:ed on what I made," explains Coffin, ~atte;,-offactly. 'The end result of what I made was very httle.
Money to invest? She laughs out loud.

V

irginia Knudsen, also 70, is still working full time.
She is not investing her paycheck in a CD or an IRA.
"We don't have it," she says, "none of my people do."
"Her people" are other working seniors. She is director of
the Senior Community Service Employment Program
(SCSEP). Since 1976 she has been helping her peers, in
Portland and the surrounding suburbs, find jobs.
Her people range from 55 to 81. Besides being over 55, the
other criteria for assistance is that they must be in the lowincome category.
Knuds~n says that before Portland's employment boom
the SCSEP used to cater to elders who just came in off the
street. Finding work for seniors was slow going. Now the
low unemployment situation in Portland works to their
advantage and workers coming to SCSEP for training can
pick and choose from a cornucopia of minimum-wage jobs.
The program, which is funded by the U.S. Department of
Labor, helps train clients for 20-hour work weeks in nonprofit area jobs at $3.65 per hour.
Three quarters of Knudsen's 66 people are women learning office skills. Many men are working as maintenance
workers. Some, especially those over 75,have never worked
before and often do not complete the training process and
cannot go on to better-paying jobs.

The income guidelines for training under SCSEP is $5,570
per year per individual. "! have many below that." says
Knudsen. "You'd be surprised. They never worked muchin
their lives and are getting small Social Security. Or they
nev~r workep. at all. You take someone 60 or 70, they are not
getting a whble lot - $100 or $200 a month some of them."
They are still working to pay the rent, buy groceries,
clothes and get haircuts. Many do not own television sets,
and many do not often get a glimpse of all that Portland's
banking community wants to do for them.
portland's banks don't of
ten get a glimpse of them
either. Their ads are targeted to those senior citizens
who do have money - and to
those who have money and
will soon be senior citizens.
"Those people don't have a
lot of choice many times.
They make just enough to
make ends meet. It's too
bad," says Jane Cook, a financial advisor at Maine
National Bank.
Those who make $5000 a
year don't come to see her.
And even if they did, she
would not be able to help
them. Cook operates in the
exclusive private banking
area, where money talks. She
assists her customers-75 percent of whom are over 65 with translation.
She says that most of her
customers, even the wealthiest, utilize free checking for
seniors. "They are not poor,
they are smart about their
money." She adds that
though the elders are a small
market now -the baby boomers will soon be gray.
"In the past, the focus has
been on free checking accounts rather than financial
investment services," says
Terry Goodwin, vice-presicontinued on nen p.ge

Income exemption at risk
Amidst the Portland area's soaring real estate
prices and rising rents, seniors on fixed incomes are
hard pressed to afford decent housing. Without the
Portland Housing Authority (PHA) many would be on
the streets.
The PHA says that their clients are not staying
awake nights worried about where to invest their
money - instead they're worried that the Feds will
disqualify their housing assistance through a bureaucratic Catch-22.
For the time being, anyone working under Title V,
which the Senior Community Service Employment
Program is part of, does not have to include that
income for housing or food stamp assistance. Once
someone is accepted into the public housing assistance program, they cannot be kicked out because
they get a job. The Feds, however, are considering
changing that regulation. PHA officials say that this
issue seems to be on hold until after the new president takes office.
Any single person earning less than $12,000
yearly may be eligible for help. The PHA serves the
community through its housing projects located at
Washington Gardens in North Deering, Franklin
Towers on Cumberland Avenue, and Harbor Terrace
on Danforth Street. However, through Section 8,
those like Lora Coffin can remain in their long-time
residences. In those cases the landlord agrees to
accept a portion of the rent from the PHA and a
portion from the tenant.
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den tfor mar keting/ comm u nica tions at Casco Northern.
: "We.knew these people were on fixed incomes, it was a nice
I gesture on the part ofthe bank. We also realized they are important to the bank in their volume of deposits."
Goodwin agrees that the small group targE'tE'd by these ad
campaigns will continue to grow. By aggressively spreac· ing the work to today's wealthy minority, Casco Northern
believes it is also touching that ever-growing gray market.
Goodwin adds that the television commercials subtly en: tice younger customers to think about investing now for a
carefree and active old age.

"I'm tough to satisfy.
Only GE gave me satisfactionguaranteed!"

I

I

"My GE Dealer told me I had up to 90 days to
decide if my GE two·way radio met my expecta·
tions. If I had a problem, he said he'd replace
the radio, or give me my money back. Now
that's what I call a good deal!"
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Now the highest quality
two-way radios are backed by the strongest customer
assurance program. For full details contact:

·I

• Cafe Always
Portland's most ambihous
restaurant updates regional
New England specialties
and explores the cuisines of
France, Italy, Japan and
Thailand to name a few.
Award winning desserts and
breads baked fresh daily

India of Portland. Truly
authentic food that is
spiced to suit a varietY.
of preferences, from mIld
to exotic. Experience the
real flavor of India right
here in Portland.

Regional ItaJian cuisine
attentively prepared by
chef/owner. served by
candlelight in a cozy,
old world, romantic
atmosphere. Bring
your appetite and
someone you love.

47 Middle St. • 774-9399
Dinner served 5-10 p.m.
Mon. Reservations accepted

43 Middle SI. - 773-4498
Tues.-Sat. 5-10 p.m.
Reservations requested

41 Middle SI. - 774-2972
Tues.-Sat. 5:30-10 p.m.

Fall

With the coming of
Autumn comes the fall q(
our prices during Ollr
annual Fall Clearance
Sale. There"s a cornucopia
of styles, fabrics, woods
and leathers, all atfantastic savings offour already
low prices.
Save on childrens
bedroom sets, starting at
just $345. Leather recliners, perfect for home or
office, are now just $399/
And just in time for the
holidays, save on dining
ruum sets, nuw starting at
$445. If you need it for
your house, you'll find it
at (Jur huuse.

earance
earance
earance
earance Sale

Save an additionall 0% when you order
your new dining room set now!

~
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tis that younger group - the postwar children who for40
years have been pushing their way through American
· cui ture like a rat through a snake- to which these ad campaigns are really targeted.
The banks are courting a market that has yet to reach its
· peak.
There are currently about 29 million people nationwide in
the sixty, seventy and eigh tysomething crowd. That's abou t
12 percent of the U.S. population. But 13.6 percent of Maine's
population is currently in the gray area.
I
Growth projections suggest that by 1990 - which is just 15
months away - that number will be more than 13 percent.
Those who are between 25 and 45 today will be looking into
retirement homes before the century is out.
"I don't think so much that it is an elderly strategy as I
think there is a strategy directed towards a lifestyle that we
are trying to focus on," says Michael McNamara, vice
president of consumer banking at Fleet Bank. He is talking
about leisure and retirement, the part of the American
dream that includes travel benefits. No matter how small
that market segment may really be, those with money to
spend are still targeted for heavy advertising campaigns.
Key Bank, on the other hand, is working a more subtle
campaign with the Key Preference Plan, introduced October 1. Dawn Smith, marketing vice president, explains Key
is not restricting membership to any age group. It's dollars
that they are after and a deposit of $1 0,000 or more is all one
needs to join. ''This is targeted towards those that we
consider more financially mature," Smith says.
Still, the models used in Key Bank's print ads are definitely members of the senior set. The ads give the same
message as Casco's and Maine National's: if you are older
and have money to invest, come and see us.

Y

et some local financial advisors see a tremendous lack
of savings responsibility and many predict the baby
boom market will turn out to be unqualified and unprepared for banking advice and services.
Lorraine Jordan, a life underwriter and account executive
at American General Securities, says that lithe insurance
industry's own statistics state that a great percentage of
people who make under $40,000 never meet with an investment advisor." She says many of her customers have never
been exposed to the financial services area. "They really
haven't had any direction. With most of my clients I have to
help them find the money to invest. A lot of them spend and
then - if there is anything left - then they try to save."
At Maine National, Cook recommends that impulse
buying, a mainstay ofthe'BOs generation, should be avoided.
She says that if someone doesn't have investable money,
property or income by the time they are 50 - they probabl y
are never going to have it.
That philosophy is supported by Judy Bennett, also a
financial advisor at Maine National, who says that today's
so-called yuppie class has a tendency to live for the moment
and not save for a rainy day, much less a financial flood. She
specifically accused single women and self-employed people
of not thinking of their retirement.
Fleet Bank's MeNarnara believes that those in their prime
income earning years sometimes have a legitimate excuse
for being lax about savings. He uses himself as an example.
"I am 43 and I'm up to my eyeballs in debt," he laughs,
explaining that he has children in college as well as house
and car payments. 'lf I didn't have those," he sighs, '1 could
live very well.
But Lora Coffin, who grew up during the depression,
knows that those sort of conditions don't just go away by
themselves. ''The 40ish people today are not conscientious
about saving for the future either," she muses. ''No matter
how much they make they seem to be living just like I was,
waiting for the next paycheck."

There are many resources available to seniors in the
Greater Portland Area. Here are just a few:

SCSEP

Other resources:

This is the Senior
Community Service
EmploymentPrograrn
mentioned in the
cover story.
772·3794

Adult
Abuse and Neglect
1·800·452·1999

Attorney
General's
Office
Banks target older investors. So do crooks. Many investment scams are targeted toward senior citizens. Call the AGs office if
you are offered a deal that
sounds "too good to be
true."
879·4260
289·3716

Housing
assistance

Portland
Housing Authority
7734753
South Portland
Housing Authority
773·4140
Westbrook
Housing Authority
854·9779
Maine State
Housing Authority
1·800·452·4668

Bureau of
Employment Security
879·4141
Community
Health Services
775·7231

46 Gray Road
Falmouth , ME 04105
797-750
(800)322-7503

Credit Counseling
878·2874

•

Department
of Human Services
774·4851
Food Stamps-Federal
1·800·452-4643
Food Stamps-Portland
774·4581

LONGFELLOW CRUISES THROUGH WINTER ON mE WEEKENDS!

Human Rights Commission
289·2326

Oetober22
EXPRESS BIG BAND
7:30-10:30p.m.
$15 per person

Legal Services
for the Elderly
775·6503
Low Vision Clinic
773·1754

EVERY SUNDAY
Sunday Brunch Cruise
11 :30 to 3:()() p.m.
Buffet Brunch with entertainment by
EASTERN STANDARD TIME TRIO
performing Cole Porter, Duke Ellington &
ffie great old standards.
$25 per person
reservations required

October 29
Red Light Revue
CostUme Party
8:00-11:00p.m.
$12.50 per person

Coming Events: Carrolling on the Bay, Christmas parties, New Year's parties

Maine Committee
on Aging
1·800·452·1912

LONGFELLuW
CRUISE LINE

Meals on Wheels
774·6974

No. 1 Long Wharf (at the base of Exchange St.) Portland -(207) 774-3578

MEDCU
911
Citizen's
Assistance
Line
The operator at this number can refer you to any
Maine state agency.
1·800·452·4617

GE Mobile Communicetions

wy

Regional Transportation
Program
774·2666

rent? ~

Retirement System
1-800-451·9800
Social Services
Division
775·7911

When you can own
this sunny 3 Bedroom
townhouse in
West End
for only $77 ,900.
Call for details
Etta Head
773-8224

Southern Maine
Senior Citizen
Area Agency on Aging
775·6503

I
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Bonnie Moore is a se~-employed Portland writer who be :eves she has just
seen a glimpse of her own financial future.
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and Scandinavia House For Kids, Maine Mall, South Portland.
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by Althea Kaye

Do

MANGOES INCREASE YOUR BUSTLINE?

Strange fruit
During my forays into local
supennarkets, I've discovered
more and more unusual and
foreign foods. However, by the
questions I get I realize a lot of
people don't quite know what
to do with the majority of them.
So, here is a brief gUide to help
you through this maze:
Avocados

Instead of always tossing
them in a salad, try a few thin
slices in a strong, clear homemade broth. Add just before
serving to retain their color.
Adventurous enough for a
Tahitian pate? The owner of a
pension in Tahiti where I once
lived served this unusual dip.
Remove the meat from a very
ripe avocado. Mash together
with salt, pepper, a dash of fresh
lime (not lemon) juice and
Tabasco sauce to taste. Serve
with toast or crackers. Incidentally, unless you need neat firm
slices for garnish an avocado
should be eaten when its skin
has turned black and feels very,
very soft to the touch. I usually
buy mine in the "Reduced to
clear" pile.
Carambolas

Sharp eyed shopper~ ~ill
have noticed yellow fruit WIth
five v-shaped sides. These are
carambolas or star-fruit. Crisp,
crunchy and with an inedible
core, they can be paradoxically
sweet or interestingly tart. Eat
like an apple. Or slice, core and
add to a fruit salad for extra
fillip in taste and color.
Coconuts

pry the white meat away from
the hard outer husk. My favorite way of serving fresh coconut is speared with pickled ginger (not the red sweeten~
variety) which can be bought ~n
jars from specialty or ethmc
stores. Refreshing.
Jicama

This sand-colored root vegetable looks like a large, squat,
knobby pear. Its taste is similar
to the wild Indian Cucumber
found in our Maine woods.
Although it can be treated like
a potato by baking, boiling,
mashing or frying, the simplest
way to serve jicama is to peel off
the outer skin, slice and serve
as it is, or with a dip. You can
also add jicama to a salad for
added crunch. Old r jicama
tubers can be fibrous.
Mango

As a child growing up in
Southeast Asia, my favorite
fruit was and still is the mango.
There are many varieties of this
aromatic fruit, ranging from
bright yellow to being lightly
tinged with red or green.
Round, spherical or oval, mangoes should be firm and soft
with a faint sweet smell. To eat
mangoes elegantly, place the·
fruit flat in the palm of one
hand. Start cutting at one end
and with a sawing ~otion and
pressing the knife blade against
the curve of the pit in the center, continue to the other end.
Now turn the mango over and
do the same to the other side of
the fruit. You can now spoon
out the flesh from the two perfectly beautiful halves. Confidentially, I suck the pit clean of
what little meat is left on it.
Several years ago an apocryphal story went the rounds
about a fiat-chested young lady
who left on a Caribbean vacation returning with a rather
interesting bustline. Lovers of
this sensual fruit can understand the woman's obsession
of smuggling in a couple of

Most of us use the grated
meats in baking, but few know
the joys of sliCing the meat
thinly then roasting. in a 3~O°
oven till brown. Spnnkle WIth
salt if you must. Now try and
stop after a handful. To easily
open a coconut, drain by piercing the three "eyes" at one end
and place in a pre-heated 350 0
oven till a crack forms - about
two or three minutes. Split the
coconut with a hammer, them
. . .
'.
. .
...
. . .. .
. . . '. .

mangoes in her bra.
Papaya

Ever try the elongated bulbous orange-yellow papaya?
Cut open longitudinally ,scrape
out the small, shiny black seeds
and serve with a heavy squeeze
of lime.

JOIN US
FOR OUR
SUPER
SUNDAY BRUNCH
AT THE
ARMORYl
Best ofall is our price
~ just$14.95 per person
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HEALING
POWER
AT
BOWDOIN

The Harlem Renaissance
OLIDAY
CAB
CO.

10:30 A.M• ... 2:30 P.M.

Taro

Taro or yams are hairy brown
balls the size of a large duck
egg. Much like the familiar
potato, it is starchier and ~ore
nutritional. It can be boiled,
baked, mashed and served with
butter or soy sauce. I prefer
french-frying them and served
without the ubiquitous
ketchup.

Soloists from the Portland Symphony
Orchestra featured weekly

Reservations are requested

Portland fA Regency
In the Old Port

20 Milk Street
Portland, Maine 04101
774-4200

Guavas

These baseball-sized fruits,
greenish-yellow when ripe,
give out a pungent sweet
aroma. The cluster of seeds in
the middle though edible are
indigestible. The really adventurous shouJd try tossing the
thinly sliced fruit with lime
juice, salt and hot pepper flakes.
Theunaventurous can eat them
as is.

""'-"'>I' v

OCTOBER 28 " 29
$89 PER PERSON D.O.

Passion fruit

Enjoy fall foUlS" In Maln< and a colorful Irish
Weekend for only 189 p.p.ld.o. featuring Irish and
N.w En&!and cuisine. Irish entertJ.lnment. 2
nights accommodations. brffitfast both days,
dinner on< night. hlgh noon tea and Irish
Soda Bread. prizes and surprises.
Friday nl,hl-Irlsh Balladeer (rom Cork,
Mike O·Brlen. Saturday nl"'lNew InJ!and',lrlsh minstrel"
Northeast Wlnu.
Some packlS" It Portslde-I99.
Check·out Sunday 2pm . lixes and
gratuities not Included.

These small brown shriveled
balls are, I have to admit, an
acquired taste. Serve by cutting
in half and sprinkling the gelatinous meat and seeds with
sugar.
For those who have not
sampled any of the above items
out of not knowing what to do,
we hoped this short crash
course has helped.
In the meantime, Happy
Experimenting and Happy
Eating.
And if you come across a new
vegetable or fruit and don't
know what to do with it, drop
us a line and we'll clear up the
mystery.
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,abacus
44 Exchange Street
(207) 772-4880

NONANTUM

F

PORTSIDE

Reservations: 107/967·4050
p.o. 80x 2626 Otean AYf.
Kennebunkport, Maine 04046

,
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Sale on selected
Jewelry & Crafts
thru November 15

Portland, ME 04101

Althe. ICIlY. writes this column
weekly for CBW when she isn't smuggling mangoes into the U.S. from the
tropics.

. '.

Discover all of the
wonderfully warm and
cuddly cotton and wool
knitwear, plaid and check
flannels, solid and
printed separates by
WORLDS" APART,
PUTAMAYO and
INWEAR . . . to name
just a few . .. all at
20% to 50% off
during our
fabulous fall sale

Kennebunkport
Irish Weekend

",'

\

A

The Slouchy
in zippy colors
lined with black and
white houndstooth wool.

$160.00

36 Wharf Street . Portland . ME 04101

"Harlem Renaissance: Art of lies. After a while we could no anti-French, anti-Indian, antiBlack America" will be on view longer shut these people out. Jewish feeling. The Harlem
at the Bowdoin College Mu- I grew up in suburban Phila- Renaissance exhibition is a
seum of Art through Novem- delphia. Until the late sixties, place to begin or enhance our
ber 20th. What is the Harlem Philadelphia was a totally seg- own personal understanding,
Renaissance? Why see this regated city and white people acceptance, and ability to see,
show? What does it mean in usually had very little to do the dignity in lives that we
Maine where there is such a with black people. It is to my thought, or had been taught,
small black population? Does own disgrace that in 1965, when were so different from our own.
distinguishing black art, like I was talking with a black
women' s art, diminish the stat- woman in New York City Healing at Bowdoin
ure of the work? Is it necessary where I was living then, that I
to make this distinction because was really surprised to learn
Another artist in the group,
of the centuries of inVisibility that her brother had a business Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller,
of black art?
on 125th Street, a hairdresser's 1877-1968, studied in Paris with
These are the questions of art shop, and that her uncles owned Rodin. She lived in Framingcritics and art historians. But I a resort in the Catskills. In of ham, Mass., raised three sons
want to tell the story of a pow- life's great revelations I sud- and had a lifelong career as a
erful personal response to this denlyunderstood thatinallmy sculptor. Fuller's statue "Ethioexhibition.
seventeen years in Philadel- pia Awakening" (1914), with
phia, I had never speculated on its turned head in Egyptian
James Van Dec Zee
the daily lives of the thousands headdress evokes the awesome
of
black people who lived there. statues and images of the anUpon first entering the exhibition I was looking at the In that one instant in New cient world. I see the power
photographs of James Van Der York what had been to me a and the fertility of an African
Zee. He lived from 1886 until shadow race, a shadow-thin country, the dignity and the
1983 - 97 years and most of us group of humanity, was fleshed wisdom and the movement
toward sell-realization. That's
never heard of him. In fact all of
a lot to convey in one piece of
the artists represented in the
sculpture.
show lived to be over 70 which
William Henry Johnson, 1901suggests that they believed their
1970, went to Europe, traveled
lives were productive.
in Africa and returned to the
Van Der Zee's photographs,
United States in 1938. His early
many from the streets of Harpaintings are intensely expreslem and his interior studios
sionistic and more related to
there,show people doing things
the work of his white contem- walking in parades, pOSing,
poraries than the other four
family groups, club groups.
artists. These paintings are
Titles are: Universal Negro
alive, confident, colorful and
Improvement Association
reminiscent of American
Members, Couple with Racpainter Marsden Hartley.
coon Coats and Fancy Car,
But after 1940 he switched to
Marcus Garvey, Elks Club
a
flat style, a highly sophistiMembers,
plus
'
. numerous
. f Van D er I.ee 's up0 rtrait"0 f
cated primitivism, that exdd
we mg portraits, portraits 0 Woman Seated at Piano" 1931 presses the Originality of the
couples, portraits of men, and
•
even some semi-nude photo- out into real human beings. r artist and his peers. It is a style
graphs of women.
then began to sort out all my that would not be transferable
Looking at these pictures for conscious and unconscious back to white people, that is,
the first time I meet a group of feelings. So deep was my train- we couldn' t copy him. It repeople involved in the normal ingindisregardingthesepeople minds me of tap dancing, tap
activities of their daily lives. I as human, that the process is dancing on 125th Street, not in
a neighborhood dancing
see black people on their front still ongOing twenty years later. school. Of this group, his triple
steps in Harlem, black people At Bowdoin the other day,
self portrait, showing himself
at their bridge club meetings, looking intently at the photo- three times in the same paintblack people in parades, well graphs of James Van Der Zee, I ing, is wonderful. His "Climbdressed black people posing for felt the healing of my own ing Jacob's Ladder" brings
a photograph just like; mem- knOwing. Here were dignified together successfully his style,
bers of my family did, black wholepeoplelookingoutatme his imagery, his heritage and
. people's wedding portraits from their own lives. Here was his Originality.
which convey the culmination Van Der Zee the artist recordThese three artists were all
of effort and feeling seen in all ingthecoherentmeaningfullife alive well into our lifetimes and
wedding portraits.
around him. Thank God he did most of us know nothing about
it. We might trace civil rights in them. From this exhibition we
Personal revelation
the laws of the land, but how learn that black artists have
I have felt for about fifteen much more real is it when we been expressing themselves
years that what did the most can feel, through art, the power well for the past hundred years
for the civil rights movement in of these individual lives.
in the United States. The existhis country was not the dem- My recommendation for this tence and content of the work
onstrations and changes in laws show lies in its healing poten- must help us cleanse ourselves
but seeing black people in ordi- tial.
of limiting life-long prejudices.
nary family situations - human While not many Mainers are The works themselves can do
situations-on television. Black resolving conflicts with black the healing that will allow us to
family comedy series on televi- people, everyone on the planet see whole people around us.
sion demonstrated for us that has been part of one race that
humor, cooking dinner, prob- looked down on another race Sherry Miller is a writer and painter
who, unlike W.C. Fields, thinks that
lems with parents, jobs and or another nationality.
Philadelphia has improved a lot in the
schools, affected these black Even if black racism isa minor past
twenty years.
people just like any other fami- issue here, we still can boast of

toph, Johann Michael, and
Signeur M., are among the
Bachs whose music will be
performed at 7:30 pm in the
Chapel at Bowdoin College,
When people introduce
the music of satirist P.D.Q. Brunswick. Earlier in the
afternoon, there will be a
Bach, it is said that of
pre-concert lecture "How
Bach's twenty-odd chilBach (we assume they
dren, P.D.Q. was the oddmean
Johann Sebastian, the
I est. As far as we know
master
of choral music) Set
I there was no P.D.Q. related
Text to Music" at 4 pm. The
I to J.S., but there are many
other legitimate heirs to the lecture is also in the
Chapel.
musical tradition of the
Bach family. Motets and
cantatas by some of the
lesser known Bach family
members are on a program
of music being performed
tOnight by the Musica
Antiqua K61n (a German
You may not remember
baroque chamber enthe 1983 football draft, but
semble) and Rheinische
one Neats' fan will never
Kantorei (a German early
forget her surprise when,
music vocal ensemble).
watching the draft on ESPN
We're no scholars but some by some strange twist of
of these names are
fate, she heard the Neat's
new to us: Heinrich, "Pop Cliche" as backJohann Chris-

ground music for a video
clip of some college football
star. It was a serendipitous
treat. For those of you who
are neither football fans nor
escapees from Boston, The
Neats are a Boston rock and
roll band whose earlier
music is reminiscent of old
Doors tunes and their later
music has the sound of
RE.M. (but this fan knows
she heard the Propeller
Cassette well before RE.M.
hit the airwaves). If all this
Boston jive is Greek to you,
head out to the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth Street in Portland. Leam a thing or two
about Boston rock.
If adultery and comedy is
more your style, the Russell
Square Players are performing Neil Simon's ''The
Last of the Red Hot Lovers"
this weekend and next.
Performances are Friday

GultaraU.cl;<Q~

»Wo.,.ksfiolt

offering
an eel r>rtic
selectlL>n
of literature
since 1973

Ret!ister Now:
fall/Winter enrollment

GUD'AR
ELECDUC BASS
PIANO/KEl'BOARD
PERCUSSION
Inquire within
or call for a free brochure

773-34'H,
633 Forest Ave, Portland

Po.rtland's

foremost uinsie ",

teaeldng stncU;o
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• Go-Go Dancers
• Costume Prizes
• MOVies
• Party 'til 3 a.m. • Come early

and Saturday at 8 pm,
Sunday at 5 pm at Russell
Hall on the USM Gorham
campus. Tickets are $6 for
the public, $5 for seniors
and $3 for students. For
more information, call 7805483.

Bike For Hope. The AIDS
Project is hosting a 27-mile
bike-a-thon. It starts at St.
Pius on Ocean Avenue and
heads out to Cousins Island
and back. It's not too late to
get a few pledges. The bikea-thon is aimed at increasing awareness about AIDS
and community involvement in the solution. Already people from allover
the state and of all ages
have gotten involved.
Don't sit back. For information on getting pledges, call
the AIDS Project at 7746877.
The Portland Symphony
Orchestra has invited
members of the D'Oyly
Carte Opera Company to
perform with them tonight
at 8:30 and tomorrow at 3
pm at Portland City Hall
Auditorium. The company
was formed in 1875 by
Richard D'Oyly Carte, a
theater manager who
encouraged the collaboration of William Gilbert and
Arthur Sullivan. And we
know D'Oyly was successful. The program includes
selections from Gilbert and
Sullivan's "The Pirates of
Penzance," "HMS Pinafore," "The Gondoliers"
and "The Mikado." Tickets
are $9-$23 and may be
reserved by calling the PSO
at 773-8191.

Garrison Keillor described them as "the best
Cajun band in the world,"
so it might be worth your
while to take the turnpike
north to Lewiston to hear
some sounds from the
south. Beausoleil, the sixmember acoustic group
from Louisiana will play
tonight at Lewiston Junior
High School, 8 pm. You
may recognize the boys in
the band from their appearance in ''The Big Easy."
Tickets are $8 and may be
reserved by calling LA Arts
at 782-7228.

Is it music or is it art?
New music, either composed or performed by
Maine musicians, is on the
program this afternoon at
the Portland Museum of
Art. The Maine New Music
Network opens its fifth
season with a performance
of four new works: "Sonology," composed by Bill
Matthews of Bates College
will be performed on computer instruments; "Memorial in Two Parts" for violin
and piano by Elliot
Schwartz will be performed
by two local musicians; a
piece for oboe and tape,
"The Sprightly Companion" by Burt fenner; and
finally a "Scrimshaw for
Flute and Violin" by Daniel
Godfrey. Showtime is 3:30
pm at the Portland Museum of Art and the concert
is free with museum admission.

EVERYO E HAS A PRIC

FOR SOME IT'S $1 MILLION; AT BAD HABITS IT'S

$7.49 and under - LPs / Cassettes
$13.99 and under - CDs

You may have nothing to
do today except sit around
waiting for Monday Night
Football, but maybe your
kids want a bit more culture. The Portland Symphony Orchestra is putting
on a show for kids "The
Many Moods of
Beethoven" at Portland
City Hall Auditorium. The
orchestra will perform
excerpts from Beethoven's
Fifth and Sixth symphonies
and the Egmont Overture.
Toshi Shimada will conduct
and illustrate with the
music the wide range
emotions that Beethoven's
music expresses. The performances are for kids
grades 3-6, today and
tomorrow at 9:30 and 11
am. Tickets are $1.50. For
reservations, call 773-6128.
For reggae fans there is a
big show tonight at Tree
Cafe. Bob Marley's band
The Wailers is on stage
tonight. It's a benefit for the
Jamaican hurricane relief
fund. For ticket information, call the Tree at 7741441. (If you must watch
football, the Wailers are
playing October 23 as well.)

Body and soul. For the
body, Mercy Hospital's
Women's Health Series is
offering a program on
breast cancer and mammography at 7 pm in the
Medical Staff Auditorium.
Early detection of tumors
with mammography cuts
the death rate for victims of
breast cancer by 30%. Yes,
death rate. These statistics
are not pretty - one out of
You either read books or eleven women get breast
you don't. For bookish
cancer and the numbers
types, there is a reading at have been increasing 1 % a
Raffles Cafe Bookstore.
year since 1973. Tonight's
Kathleen LigneU will read program will introduce
from her book ''The White women to the knowledgL
Buffalo" and poet David
and skills they need in
Walker will read from his
order to give themselves a
forthcoming book of poetry breast examination. And
"Voiceprints." The reading
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best Mexican
food in New ~
EnglandPeriod.
~
The Fuentes
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38 Exchange St.
Portland, ME
04101

871-0050

RECORDS, CD'S, TAPES AND OTHER "BAD HABITS"

At prices you should have been paying!
10 EXCHANGE ST. • 773-1310

HOURS: MON-SbJ 10-9, SUN 12-6

begins at 7:30 and is free
and open to the public.
And those of you who
don't read books might end
up as a statistic in a lecture
being given tonight by
Jeffrey Hart of Dartmouth
College "Learning in Decline." The lecture is part of
the World Affairs Council
series "Is America in Decline?" and will address the
inadequacy of American
higher education. The state
of higher education is a hot
topic these days, but it is an
issue which should move
out of the realm of semantics. The lecture is at 7:30
pm in the Eleanor DeWolfe
Ludke Auditorium at
Westbrook College on
Stevens A venue. Tickets are
$5 for the public, $3 for
members of the World
Affairs Council and $1 for
students. For more information, call 780-4551.

5° Wharf St.
(just in back of 3 Dollar Dewey's)
Lunch • Happy Hour. Dinner Mon-Sun

mammography, which can
detect tumor two to four
years before they can be
felt, will be discussed with
the equipment used to
perform mammograms on
display. A doctor will be
there to answer medical
questions and discuss the
surgical options now available. The program is free
and participants will be
given a coupon entitling
them to a mammogram at
the reduced rate of $50.
For the soul, the Preservation Hall Jazz Band brings
the sounds of New Orleans
to City Hall Auditorium.
Some might travel to New
Orleans for blackened fish,
but others go for the austere Preservation Hall
setting to hear the music
that put New Orleans on
the map. Hear the sounds
of this old-time jazz tonight
at 8 pm. Tickets are $16/
$18 and are available at
Greater Portland Landmarks at 165 State Street in
Portland, 774-5561.

A new tradition of traditional jazz starts up tonight
at the State Street Church.
The State Street Traditional
Jazz Band is composed of
local professionals and
moonlighting musicians,
including Captain John T.
Page on trumpet, Dr.
Wesley English on banjo,
Attorney Henry Berry on
piano and Barry Daniels on
clarinet. The band will
perform once a month to
benefit a charitable organization. The first performance will benefit The Maine
Cancer Research and Education Foundation.

More
jazz

than
Portland
can
handl••

5 ••

October 28
and 27 and 28
and 30•••
ShoWtime is 7:30 pm.
Tickets are $3 at the door.
Further donations are
welcome.
Tonight the Little Feat
spin-off band the
Bluesbusters play at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Avenue
in Portland. There last
show was a smash so you
may want to call ahead for
tickets, 773-6886.

Instead of hors d'oeuvres
after work, kick back with
the East End Jazz Quartet.
They will be playing this
afternoon in the Campus
Center College Room at
USM Portland, starting at
4:30pm.

Saxophone great Sonny
Rollins performs tonight, 8
pm, at Pickard Theater,
Bowdoin College in Brunswick. Tickets are $5.
Vern Gosdin, AI Downing and Melinda Liberty
are playing country music
to benefit the Kidney Foun~
dation at the Portland Expo
Center at 239 Park Avenue.
Showtime is 7:30 pm, doors
open at 6:30. Tickets are $11
and are available at Ticketron, Teletron and Portland
Glass.

Friday 10/20

CORONA
SPECIAL $1 .50

~chang~
Saturday 10/22

SEX
on the

club

BEACH
$2.00 drink special

29 exchange st.

2SHOWS I
7&9:30

SWEET HONEY
IN THE ROCK
AND SPECIAL GUEST

ODETTA

Saturday, October 29
First Parish Church
425 Congress St. Portland
Tickets $13
Call n4-0465
Also available at
Gallery Music &Amadeus Music
Sponsored br Tom's of Maine,
Fleet Bank 0 Maine & MPBN

MuSic

..'

Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

+listings must be
received by
Ann Sitomer at
187 Clark Street,
ME 04102
one week prior to
publication_
775.6601
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What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas

B.B.O. PORK?
P.D.QLUNCH.
If you're a D.D.S., PhD.,
pork with Gldi1lac Jack's
M.BA, or a IN.GJ.,,,~O~ust~a~~0~wn~~~1 bariJecue

Nonnai Guy),
then you'll
awreciate the

~

sauce

makes for a
hearty, quick
lWlch. And at
Cadillac Jack's,
no R.S.V.P. is
needed.

tISty bariJecue

pork sandwich
at Gldi1lac
Jack's. Fresh,

t!rIrl;lIac9acJJ
A Good Place to Fat
442 Fore Street in Portland's Old Port. 774-7466

Maine Mall Road, S Portland
774-1022
TWo Moon Junction
1,3:15, 5:10,7:20, 9:30
Hallow_nlV
1:30, 3:25, 5:20,7:15,9:10
Gorillas in the Mist
1:1 5, 4, 7:10, 9:45
The Accus.d
1:30,4,7,9:15
1969
1:15.3:10,5:05,7,9
Imagln. John Lennon
1,3:05, 5:1 0,7:20, 9:30
Allan Nation
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:35, 9:40

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle. Portland
772·9751
Crossing Belancy
1:35, 3:30, 7:40, 9:40 (Fri-Sun)
4:25,7:40,9:40 (Mon-Thu)
Bagdad Caf.
1,3:40,7,9:30 (Fri-Sun)
4,7,9:30 (Mon-Thu)
Punch Line
1 :10,3:35,7:20, 9:50 (Fri-Sun)
4:30,7:20,9:50 (Mon-Thu)
Eight Men Out
1:30, 3:50, 7:30, 9:45 (Fri·Sun)
4:10,7:30,9:45 (Mon·Thu)
Bab.tt.'s F.ast
1:00, 3:40, 7:00,9:30 (Fri·Sun)
4, 7. 9.30.(Mon-Thu)
A Fish Called Wanda
1:20, 3:45, 7:10, 9:20 (Fri-Sun)
4:20,7:10,9:20 (Mon-Thu)

The Movies

10 Exchange. Portland
772-9600
Distant Harmony
Oct 19-23
Wed-Sat at 7:15, 9
Sat-Sun mat at 1: 15
Beirut
Oct 22·25
Sat-Sun mat at 3
Sun· Tue at, 9:15
Outrag.ous Animation
Oct 26-30
Wed·Fri at 7:15,9
Sat at 1:15, 7:1 5
Sun at 1:15

Cinema City

Ex-members of DMZ, Lyres & Real Kids
with Cheater Slicks and Ulterior Motives
SUNDAY 10/23
The Wild Sounds of
Porn-Orchard from Athens, GA
EVERY WEDNESDAY: $LAID CLEAVES .. ..K)SH RUSSELL HOST OPEN MIKE NtGHTI

IEI:J j{')'I'J: (1 I a']ji i!!1 :1·ll1ft1.IfJ
Honest food.
Honest prices.Back to the basics.
Just like ~ou remember.
Th@~ Tab! R¢Saumn.i
Rt. 77 • C pe Eliza~e 799-GOO
tues-sun
J

Westbrook Plaza
854-9116
Movies are not scheduled at press time;
call ahead to confirm hmes
Big
7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15,3:15
A Fish Called Wanda
7:1 5,9:15, weekend mats at 1:15,3:15
Cocktail
7, 9, weekends mats at 1, 3
Punch Line
7, 9, weekend mats at 1, 3
Who Framed Rog... Rabbit
7, weekend mat at 1
Sw••t Hearts Dance
9, weekend mat at 3

Bowdoin College
Shoah (Part III)
Oct 26, 7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium
(Shown in four parts on
Wednesdays through Nov 2)
H.nry IV Part I
Oct 20, 7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium

Portland Museum of Art
Monument Square, Portland
TIckets are $3-$3.50
John Ford Film S.ries
The Hors. Soldi.rs
October 20, 7 pm
Judg. Pri.st
November 3, 7 pm

•••

1969 Another Brat Pack extravaganza ... This time the kids are playing
characters from their parents· generation. Starring Robert Downey, Jr.,
Kiefer Sutherland, Bruce Dern and
Joanna Cassidy. At the Maine Mall Cin·
emas: 1:15,3:10,5:05, 7, 9.
Th. Accus.d Jodie Foster and Kelly
McGillis star in this movie about rape
and blaming the victim . Jodie Foster
plays Sarah Tobias, whose skirt was a
bit too short on the night of the crime.
McGillis is the prosecutor. At the Maine
Mall Cinemas : 1:30,4,7,9:15.
AIi.n Nation A detective movie, set in
Los Angeles overrun by 300,000 immigrant aliens from another planet Star·
ring James Caan and Mandy Patinkin.
I'm sure these aliens couldn't care less
what the official language of Califomia
is. At the Maine Mall Cinemas: 1:30,
3:30, 5:30, 7:35, 9:40.
BabeUe's F.ast This Danish film ,
based on a slory by Isak Dinesan, has
finally arrived in Portland. Stephanie
Audran plays a French woman who
works as a housekeeper who worl<s for
two elderly sisters. Set in the late
1800s, the housekeeper, Babette,
plans an extravagant meal that goes
against the grain of her frugal community. At the Nickelodeon: 1, 3:40, 7.
9:30 (Fri-Sun): 4,7,9:30 (Mon·Thu).

Bagdad Cafe An offbeat comedy
about the friendship between a large
German woman and an American black
woman who owns a trucks top in the
Mojave desert. The movie stars Marianne Sagebrecht and CCH Pounder. At
the Nickelodeon: 1, 3:40, 7, 9:30 (FriSun): 4, 7, 9:30 (Mon-Thu).
B.irut: Th. Last Hom. Movie A
movie about an old and aristocratic
family living among the war and the
fighting in Beirut, but trying desperately
to remain removed from politics. At The
Movies: Oct 22 at 3; Oct 23 at 3, 7,
9:15; Oct 24-25 at 7, 9:15.
Big A 12-year old wishes he were big
and his dream comes true. Tom Hanks
plays a boy set loose in a man's body,
who takes the corporate toy world by
storm. Tom Hanks acts the part perfectly . Also starring Elizabeth Perkins
and Robert Loggia. If you haven't been
out to see this one yet for whatever eli·
tist reason, check it out: it's bound to
be leaving town soon .•recommends ...
At Cinema City: 7:15, 9:15, weekend
mats atl :1 5, 3:15.
Cocktail Tom Hanks plays an aspiring
bartender (what dreams!), who is disIracted by beautiful women . If we are
lucky, this movie will be leaving town
Thursday. At Cinema City: 7, 9 with
weekend mats at 1. 3.
Crossing D.lancy Amy Irving plays
a single woman living on the Upper
West Side. Her grandmother, living on
the Lower East Side, believes that all
women need a man and grannie consults a matchmaker (PG). At the Nickelodeon: 1 :35, 3:30, 7:40, 9:40 (FriSun); 4:25, 7:40, 9:40.
Dead Ringers is leaving town Friday,
October 21. David Cronenberg is at it
again. You've squirmed at all his films:
"The Brood," "Scanners" and the
remake of 'The Fly: "Dead Ringers" is a
psychological thriller; we don't expect
to see body parts flying. Jeremy Irons
plays identical twins, who are both in
love with the same woman (Genevieve
Bujold). At the Maine Mall Cinemas :
1:30, 4, 7, 9:20.
Distant Hannony Pavarotti in China.
The East and West may clash at times,
but they are in harmony here . At the

Movies : Oct 19-21 at 7:15, 9; Oct 22 at
1:15, 7:15, 9; Oct 23 at 1:15.
Eight Men Out John Sayles' historical account of 1919 World Series
scandal. In "Eight Men Out" Sayles
recreates the elements of greed, manipulation and frustration over low
salaries which led up to the conspiracy.
Starring John Cusack, D.B. Sweeney
and Charlie Sheen. A good effort.
.recommends ... At the Nickelodeon:
1:30, 3 :50, 7:30, 9:45 (Fri-Sun); 4:10,
7:30, 9:45 (Mon-Thu).
A Fish Called Wanda This is a
funny movie and if you can·t laugh at it
there is something wrong with you.
Even this frazzled staff got a kick out
of it (One friend of CBW took our recommendation , saw the movie, didn't
like it and is still struggling to figure
what may have gone wrong in her psycho·sexual development.) Fantastic
performances by Jamie Lee Curtis and
John Cleese. And Kevin Kline plays a
man so stupid and sick, that he comes
olf as brilliant. The plot: four jewel
thieves steal some diamonds but nobody in the team has any intention of
sharing the spoils with the others.
.recommends ... (R) . At the Nickelodeon: 1 :20, 3:45, 7:10, 9:20 (FriSun); 4:20, 7:10, 9:20 (Mon-Thu) and at
Cinema City: 7:15, 9:15 with weekend
mats at 1:15, 3:15.
Gorillas In the Mist A film by Michael
Apted, based on Dian Fossey's diary
about her study of mountain gorillas in
central Africa. Sigourney Weaver plays
an obsessed and heroic Fossey, Bryan
Brown plays her lover. Also starring
John Omira, Julie Harris and a handful
of delightful apes (PG·13). At the Maine
Mall Cinemas : 1:15,4,7:1 0,9:45.
Halloween IV What can we say?
• never saw "Halloween I", but the
roman numeral must mean that it is a
slasher. At the Maine Mall Cinemas:
1:30 , 3:25, 5:20, 7:15. 9:10.
The Horse Soldiers John Ford's account of a Union soldier who has been
sent into Confederate territory to demolish a railroad junction during the
Civil War. The movie, which is based on
a true incident, stars John Wayne and
William Holden. At the Portland
Museum of Art Oct 20 at 7 pm.

Imagine John Lennon A documen·
tary by Andrew Scott. John Lennon
and Yoko Ono's own film footage is
used. At the Maine Mall Cinemas: 3:05,
5:10, 7:20, 9:30.
Judge Priest Will Rogers plays a jurist
defending a man against a Confederate
jury in an old southern town. Another
film by John Ford (1934) at the Portland
Museum of Art Nov 3, 7 pm.
Outrageous Animation R-rated
cartoons from all over the world. The
shorts include Bruno Bozzetlo's
(creator of 'Allegro Non Troppo")
'Striptease' and Academy Award Winner Bob Godfrey's "Instant Sex." At The
Movies: Oct 26-28 at 7:15,9: Oct 29 at
1:15,7:15; Oct 30 at 1:15.
Punchllne Sally Fields plays a housewife who wants to be a stand-up comedian; Tom Hanks plays a struggling comedian. If you think being funny means
being happy, think again. Hanks is excellent in this one. The diner scene, in
which Sally Fields tells Hanks that she
loves her husband and not Hanks, is
one of the finest moments of black
comedy I have seen in a long time.
.recommends ... At the Nickelodeon:
1:10, 3:35, 7:20, 9 :50 (Fri-Sun); 4:30,
7:20, 9:50 (Mon· Thu) and at Cinema
City: 7, 9 with weekend mats at 1, 3.
Shoah The long (very long - 9 hours or
so) documentary on the Holocaust will,
at moments, make you wonder if a better job might have been done editing
the film. I found myself questioning the
length several times, only to discover
that the repeated images, the persistent questioning and the several returns to the same subjects all fit into
place. 'Shoah' is disturbing ; the attitudes of both the survivors and the
people who let the persecution continue
has changed little in the last 40 years.
.recommends ... The movie will be
shown in four parts on Wednesdays,
7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium, Bowdoin
Collage. The third part is being shown
Oct 26.
Sw_t Hearts Dance Don Johnson,
Susan Sarandon, Jeff Daniels and
Elizabeth Perkins star in this romantic
comedy about changing relationships,
set in a New England town. The
screenplay is by Emest Thompson who
wrote 'On Golden Pond'. At Cinema
City: 9 pm with a weekend mat at 3.

Fab Motion and Lazy Cowgirls Oct
26 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Op.n Mike Hoot Night Oct 26 at
Gena's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Blu •• bust.rs Oct 27 at Raoul's
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
'
63 Eyes Oct 27 at the Tree, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 .
Person to Person Oct 27-29 at the
Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach. 934·
4873.

r.b
R.d Light Revu. plays swing and
r&b every Wednesday at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. n3-6886.
Red Light R.vu. Oct 21-22 at J.R.
Flannagan's, 144 Main, Saco. 2821617.

reggae.
H.pp, Camp.... Oct 22 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. n4-1441.
Th. W.II .... Oct 23·24 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. n4-1441.
Rockln' Vibration Oct 29 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. n4-1441.
Regga. Danc. Party <Nery Sunday
night w~h Dani Tribesmen at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.

zydeco • cajun
B.auaol.1I Oct 22, 8 pm at Lewiston Jr
High School. Tickets are $6-$8. For
more information, call 782-7228.

dancing.
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu, house
music and new music. Fri-$at, eclectic
dance mix. Sun, request night. Man,
house music. Wed, chem free dancing
to new wave. 773-8187.
Exchang. Club, 29 Exchange, Portland. OJ and dancing Thursday through
Sunday. Now showing music videos.

n3-0300.
J,R. Flannag.n's, 144 Main, Saco.
Dancing Thursdays with OJ Greg
Powers. 282-1617.
Fanta., Hall, River Rd., S Windham.
Country music every Saturday, 9 pm-1
am with Tenia Lee and Herbie Lambert.
892-2811 .
Main. B.llroom D ...... 80 Second
St. S Portland. Ballroom dancing every
Sat, 9·12 pm . Reservations a good
idea. 767-6200.

j.zz
Exp ..... Big Band Oct 22, 7:30 pm
aboard the Longfellow Cruise Une, departing from Long Wharf. 774-3578.
Pr_.rvatlon Hall Jazz Band Oct
26, 8 pm at the Portland City Hall Auditorium. Presented by Greater Portland
Landmarks. Tickets are $161$18 and
are available at Greater Portland
Landmarks, 165 State and all TlCketron
locations. For more information, call

classic.1
Music 01 the Bach Family Oct 20,
7:31) pm in the Chapel at Bowdoin Col·
lege, Brunswick perfonned by the Mu·
sica Antiqua KOln (a Gennan baroque
chamber ensemble) and Rheinische
Kantorei (early music vocal ensemble).
A pre-concert lecture 'How Bach Set
Text.to Music' win take place at 4 pm,
also In the Chapel.
Portl.nd Symphony Orchestra
with members of D'Oyly Carte Opera
Company Oct 22 at 8:30 pm and Oct 23
at 3 pm. Works perfonned include selections from Gilbert and Sullivan's 'The
Pirates of Penzance," "HMS Pinafore,"
'The Gondoliers" and 'The Mikado.'
TIckets $9-$23. For more infonnation,
call n3·8191.
Maine New Music Network Oct 23
at 3:31) pm at the Portland Museum of
Art. Works by contemporary composers, including -Memorial in Two
Parts' for violin and piano by Elliot
Schwartz and 'Scrimshaw for Rute and
Violin' by Daniel Godfrey. The concert
is free with museum admission.

D.nny Boal & E.rI Bigelow rNery
Thu at Intown Pub, Brunswick. 729-

The Portland Film F.stlval
at the Nickelodeon,
Temple and Middle Streets
in Portland.

Lar.., Irwin Oct 20 at the Barnhouse
Tavern, RI. 35, N Wmctlam. 892-2221 .
.Jon Pouso..."D.rt Oct 21 at
Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. n36886 .
Robby Coffin & Dan W.xman
Oct 21-22 altha Barnhouse Tavern, Rt
35, N Windham. 892-2221.
Tho Boarding P.rty perform sea
shanties Oct 22, 8 pm at Woodfords
Congragational Church, Portland. TICkets are $8 in advance (available at
Amadeus Mus/c, Buckdancer's Choice,
Gallery Music in Portland, and
McBean's Music in Brunswick) and $10
at the door. For more infonnation, call

17n.

rock.roll
.Jonna Kaukonen Oct 20 at Raoul's,
865 Fores~ Portland. 773-6886.
Smokln' Dave Oct 20 at Gena's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Th. Malarlans Oct 20 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 4-1441 .
Wild Turke, every Thursday at the
Marble Bar, 51 York, Portland. 7735516.
Bloek,ard Oct 20-22 at the
Brunswick, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
Th • .Johnny Lynch Incident Oct
20-22 at the Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Th. Neats and Gla.a Eye Oct 21 at
the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland.

October 21-27
Bagdad Caf.
A story of the friendship between
Gennan woman and a black
American woman, filmed in
the Mojave desert.

n

October 28·November 3
Stonny Monday
Sting plays a jazz club owner
in Newcastle, England whose
club is goin~ to be taken over
by an Amencan gangster
played by Tommy Lee Jones.
November 4-10
Track 29
Nicolas Roeg's latest film
about a young man who
visits a woman, claiming
to be her long-lost son.

n4-1441.
Batea Motel Oct 21 at Amigo's, 9
Dana, Portland. 772.{)n2.
Gordon. Oct 21 at the Marble Bar, 51
Yorl<, Portland. n3-5516.
The Wild Hearts and The Piranha
Brothers Oct 21 at Gena's, 13 Brown,
Portland. 761-2506.
Rumors Oct 21-22 at LB's Pub, RI 302,
N Windham. 892-8923.
Panic Station Oct 21·22 at the Dry
Dock, 84 Commercial, Portland. 7743550. Oct 27-29 at the Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton, Portland. n4-0444.
The Immortal., Cheater. Slick.
and Ulterior Motives Oct 22 at
Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506 .
Scott R.lchardt Oct 25 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. n4·1441.
Sidewalk Romeo Oct 23-24 at the
Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland.

November 11-17
Thin Blue Line
Errol Morris' recounting of the
investigation of the 1976
murder of a Dallas policeman.
November 18-24
A World Apart
Barbara Hershey plays a
South African woman
who has spent most of her life
fighting apartheid.
November 25-December 1
Eat The Rich
A comedy about a posh
restaurant that goes cannabalistic.
December 2·8
Wing. of O.sl ...
Wim Wenders' latest movie about
an angel, played by Bruno Ganz, who
wants to be human again so that
he can have the woman he loves.

"

n4'{)444.
Taylor Made Oct 23 at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. n4-1441.
Porn"Orch.rd Oct 23 at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761·2506 .
Th. Sight Oct 25-26 at the Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. n40444.

n3-9549.
Pot... G.llw., .nd The Prool Oct
22, 9 pm at the Campus Center, USM
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more infonnation, call 780-5072.
Zane Michael Rav.n Oct 25 at the
Barnhouse Tavem, Rt. 35, N Wincflarn.
892-2221 .
Who Know. Oct 26 at the Barnhouse
Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 892-2221.
Oct 28·29 at the Intown Pub,
Brunswick. 729-1777.
All H.llows Evo Concert Oct 27 at
7:30 pm. The Portland Folk Club presents an <Nening of grisly ballads,
blood-curdling stories and surprises at
the Portland Observatory on Munjoy
Hill. Costumes are welcome. Tickets
are $4 for adults, $2 for kids. For more
infonnation, call 773-9549.
Arthur We bator Oct 27 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 8922221.
Ode .. a and Swe.t Hone, In
the Rock Oct 29 at the First Parish
Church, Congress, Portland. Showtime is 7 and 9:30 pm . Tickets $13.
For more infonnation, call n4-0465.

Friday, Oct. 21

Jon Pousette-Dart
Saturday,
October 22
Maine humorist

Tim Sample
and Folk.Legacy
Recording Artist

Kendall

Morse~

UPCOMING SHOWS
October 27 - Bluesbusters
October 28-29 - Broken Men
November 3 - Delbert McClinton
November t t,Elvin Bishop

Entertainment Hotline775-2.8.

Fri. &Sat. Oct. 21 &22

t~N;( S+~+;ON

'olk.acoustic
Movies we've
been waHlng to see

... ~

n4·5561 .
East End Jazz Quartet Oct 27, 4:30
pm in the Campus Center, USM Portland. Free and open to the public. For
more infonnation, call 780-4090.
State Street Traditional .Jazz
Ba nd Oct 28, 7:30 pm at the State
Street Church Chapel, Portland. Benefit
perfonnance for the Maine Cancer Research and Eoocation Foundation. Admission is $3.
Sonn, Rollin. Oct 29, 8 pm at
Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. TIckets are $5.

Thursday Oct. 27

The Dry Dock proudly presents

"UH. HUH':S

Pra,lng ".ntl. by Alejandro Seiveking presented by the Mad Horse Theater Company through Oct 23 at the
Theatre of Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. Performances are Thu-$un. TIckets are $10 on Thu and Sun, $12 on FriSat. For more infonnation, call 7755657.
Tus~.loo •• , Hank Beebe's award·
winning Off-Broadway revue, will be
presented by the Embassy Players on
Thu-Sat at 8 pm through Oct 22 at
Schoolhouse Theater, RI 114 just north
of Rt 35 in Sebago Lake Village.
Tickets are $10 ($5 for children under
12). Reservations : 642-3743 or 77342nd St....t presented by the Lyric
Theater Oct 14-Nov 5 at the Lyric Theater, 176 Sawyer, S Portland. Showtime is Fri-Sat, 8 pm and Sun, 2:30 pm.
Forticket infonnation, call 799-7418.
A Coupl. White Chick. Sitting
Around Talking through Oct 30 at
The Theater Project, 14 School St.,
Brunswick. Showtime is Thu-$un at 8
pm. Tickets are $8 on Fri-Sa~ $6 on
Thu and Sun. For reservations, call

729-8584.
Danny Bur.ez•• kl Danc. Com'
p.ny presents Jazzdance as part of
Ram Island's 'Dance Around Town' series Oct 21-22 at 8 pm, Oct 23 at 2 pm
at the Portland Perfonning Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave. For ticket infonnation,
call n5-2562.
Murd... Among Friends directed by
Donald Marston Oct 20-22, 28-29 at 8
pm at The Center for the Arts, 804
Washington, Bath. Tickets are $101$8.
For
information, call 442-8455.

PLANET EARTH
REVIEW"

a sound and light show
highlighting the beauty
of 74 different countries
on five continents!
Showtime: 7:47 p.m.

Fri. &Sat. Oct. 28 &29

STEVE HOWELL
& THE WOLVES . . . --.. . .-.
OKTOBERFEST
Specials on Beck's Bier all month

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS

Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

IIJ:rrvVoH.~I
on the waterfront
in the Old Port

84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774·::S;OOCJl

October 20, 1Na
--------------------------~

DANCE

TOWN

r-

JAZZDANCE~
The Danny Buraczeski
Dance Company
The hot jazz-modern dance company
October 21, 22, 23
Friday and Saturday at Bpm
Sunday at 2pm
Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Ave!1ue
Tickets: 773-2562
Co-sponsorcd by WI'KM

HOUSE SPECIALTIES
Chicken Cutlet

A breaded, boneless chicken cutlet, smothered in our
homemade mushroom gravy, served with a choice of
salad and homefries or rice $5.25

Bar B Que Chicken
Our house blend of bar b que'd spices, smothered
over white and dark meat,served with a choice of
salad and homefries or rice $5.25

Pork Cutlet

A breaded, boneless pork cutlet, smothered in our
homemade mushroom gravy, served with a choice of
salad and homefries or rice $5.25
J
,~

~~

~.

.~

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Wise

Trading
Co. Inc.

498 Congress Street, Portland
772-3932
Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland

•

330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston

155 Front Street, Bath • 185 Water Street, Augusta

HWe

buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Photography Service for
Amateurs & Professionals

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
37 Ocean Street
South Portland, Maine 04106

67-2007 Bill Ciccarone

Group .how with works by Carol
Bass, Audrey Code, Esther Gyory and
Gregory Welch at the West End
Gallery, 34 Danforth, Portland. Hours:
Daily 11 am-7 pm. 775-7949.
of the R.d Hot Lov.,.
by Neil Simon Oct 21-23, 26-29 at Rus- Goorg. . . . . . BI.k. New watercolors at The Art Gallery at Six Deering,
sell Hall, USM Gorham. Showtime is FriPortland. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm.
Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 5 pm. TIckets are
772-9605.
$6 for the public, $5 for seniors and $3
P ••t.l. .nd 011. by Anthony
for students. For more information, call
780-5483.
Petchkis at Greenhut Galleries, 146
MiddJe, Portland. Exhibit continues
M.lne humorl.t Tim Sampl. Oct
through Oct 28. Hours: Mon-Sat,
22 at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland.
773-6886.
10:30-5:30. 772-2693.
J. Thom •• R. Hlgglna displays new
Th. H •• rt of Portl.nd V.rl.t,.
work at Barridoff Galleries, 26 Free.
Show in Gorham Oct 22 at 8 pm, Oct
Portland. Show continues through Oct
23 at 2 pm at The Center of Movement
31. Also at the gallery a collection 01
19 State Street, Gorham. Pantomime,
19th and early 20th century art. Hours:
clowning, dancing and singing. TIckets
Weekdays, 10 am-5 pm, Saturdays,
are $5 at the door, 43 for kids. For
12-4 pm. 772-5011.
reservations , call 839-5939 or 8839223.
Group .how at Hobe Sound Galleries
Son of • W.II T.mp.red La•• r
North, One Milk Street Portland. Show
Portland's first laser light show Oct 22,
includes works by Noriko Sakanishi,
7!OO pm at Southworth Planetarium, 96
Jack Muench, Guy Williams, David
Driskell, Robert Eric Moore, Joe
Falmouth Street, Portland. Show is accompanied ~y the music of Beethoven,
Haroutunian, Don Stone, Tom Hennessey, Frank Mell and Cabot Lylord.
Mozart, Ros,,;n i, Copeland and others.
The laser light shows will be regularly
Exhibit continues through Nov 5.
shown on Saturday evenings. AdmisHours: Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm. 773sion is $3.50 for adults, $2.50 for se2755.
nior citizens and kids ages 6-12. For
Brod.,.on'. B •• t Award-winning
more information, call 780-4249.
advertising at the Payson Gallery of
Art, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland
S.cond City Th•• t.r Improvisa(through Nov). Hours: Tue-Thu, 10 amtional comedy troupe perform Oct 28, 8
4 pm , Thu 10 am-9 pm, Sat-Sun, 1-5
pm at Pickard Theater, Bowdoin Colpm. 797-9546.
lege, Brunswick. Tickets are $3. For
P.ri. Int......tlonal Print Group at
more information, call 725-3186.
the Congress Square Gallery, 594
Col. Port.r'. An,.thlng Goe. is
Congress, Pordand (through Oct 22).
playing in Boston, but the Maine State
Hours : Mon-Sat, 10 am-6 pm .
Music Theater is offering a trip to see it
774-3369.
on Nov 12. The cost 01 the trip is $60
C.llery 127, 127 Middle, Portland.
and includes theater ticket and roundAbstract paintings by Glen Gralelman ,
trip motor coach transport with pickPortland's Michael Waterman, C.
ups in Brunswick and Portland. For
Michael Lewis, John Hultberg and
more information, call 725-8769.
handmade paper works by Diana ArD.rk T.le. Oct 29, 8 pm at the Theater
cadipone. Also works by John
of Fantasy, 50 Danlorth Street, PortDehlinger, Lynn Drexler, Alex Gridzeiland. Scary stories, ghouls, ghosts and
jko, Eric Green, Richard Hutchkins,
dark humor. Featured pieces will inCharles E. Martin, Graydon Mayer,
clude 'Death,' 'Shadows· and the · King
Chris Nielsen, Nick Snow, John Swan
of Cats." Presented by Ught Theater.
and Gina Werfel. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
TIckets are $5 adults, $2.50 children .
am-6 pm, Thu 10 am-B pm. 773-3317.
For ticket inlormation, call 775-5957.
N.iI Drobnl., blown and sand-casted
glass forms. Stein Gallery, 20 Milk,
Portland (through Nov 8). Hours: MonSat, 11 am-5:3O pm. 772-9072.
Spring Point Pottery, 5 Adams, S
Portland. Pottery exhibit. By appointment or chance 767-1350.
Maine HI.torlc.1 Society 485
Congress, Portland. 'Portland's Lost
Youth," sketches of Portland from before the fire 01 1886 by Charles Q.
Goodhue (1835-1910). Show continues
Annual Hallow.en B •• h Oct 29 at
through Oct 31. Hours: Tue-Fri, 9-5.
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland.
Thu until 7. 774-1822.
Shoe.tring The.tre Annual H.I, C.fe Alw.,.., 47 Middle, Portland.
low••n P.r.d. is Oct 31. Adult volNew work by Lori Austill (through Dec
unteers are needed to wear and carry
1). 774-9399.
the Shoestring Theater's famous Halloween puppets, including ghouls,
skeletons and Father TIme. Volunteers
needed to arrive at the People's Buildschools. libraries
ing on Brackett Street at 5:30 pm. Call
Mak.r. 88 An exhibit 01 works by
774-1502 for more information.
members of the Maine Crall Association at Baxter Gallery, Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress, Portland. Exhibit
continues through Nov 17. Hours: MonFri, 10 am-5 pm (Thu until 7 pm), Sun,
11 am-4 pm. 775-3052.
Bowdoin ColI.g. Mu•• um of
Art, Brunswick. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10 am4 pm; Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Sun, 2-5 pm.
Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black
America (through Nov 19). The Print:
Old and Modem Masters through Nov
13.
opening.
Ab.tract p.lnt.r C.rol C ••• exhibits her work at the Pordand Public
Form. from Inner Nece •• lt,.
Library, Monument Sq, Portland
Works by Jane Wray at Artisan's
Gallery, 334 Forest, PorHand. Opening
(through Oct 29). Exhibit is open during
library hours. 773-4761.
reception Oct 26, 5-8 pm . Exhibit conWov.n B.nno,. .nd W.II H.ng·
tinues through Nov 30. 772-5522.
Ing. by Martha Roediger are on disThe Chamber of Commerce
Bu.lne •• Aft.r Hour. Oct 27,
play at the Thomas Memorial library, 6
Scott Dyer Rd ., Cape Elizabeth
4:30-6 :30 pm at Baxter Gallery, 619
Congress, Portland . Business After
(through Oct 22). Exhibit open during library hours. 799-1720.
Hours is hosted by the Portland School
Origin. In M.ino Works on paper by
01 Art and WCSH. ' Makers '88 ," a biennial exhibition by members of the Maine
ltalo Scanga at the Museum 01 Art, Olin
Crafts Association will be on view. AdArts Center, Bates College, Lewiston.
Exhibit continues through Nov 13.
mission is $5 lor Chamber members, $8
lor non-members. Advance reservation
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm, Sun 1-5
pm. 786-6158.
is recommended. For further inlormation, call Virginia Armstrong at 772Bo.ton Artl.t. Katy Helman and
2811 .
John Tricomi show their new paintings
Judith Rothchild: From Collage
at th e AREA Gallery at the Campus
into Relief The exhibition consists of
Center at USM Portland (through Oct
40 colorful collages and paintings by
29) . Hours: Weekdays , 8 am-l0:30 pm ,
New York artist Rothchild. Oct 28-Dec
Sat-Sun , 12-5:30 pm . 780-4090.
31 at the Portland Museum of Art.
Birds That Never Were Sculpture
by Edwin Gamble at Hitchcock Art
Dealers , 602 Congress St. , Portland .
out .f town
Opening reception Oct 27, 5-7 pm . ExN.w Work b,. Fr•• alSI.de through
hibit continues through November 30.
Nov 5 at O'Farrell Gallery, 46 Maine,
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm. 774-8919.
Brunswick. 729-8228.
Cr.ft. Show at the Center for the
Arts, 804 Washington, Bath . Exhibit
ar.und town
continues through Nov 1. 442-8455.
Portl.nd Mu.eum of Art Seven W.lt.r Kuhn C.ner,., River Rd,
Congress Square, Portland. Hours :
Cape Neddick. Illustrations by F.R.
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun , 12-5; Free on
Gruger and a selection of political
Thursday evenings , 5-9. Current exeditorial cartoons (through Oct 30) .
hibits: Photographer Andre Kertesz
Hours:Wed-Sun,10 am -4 pm . 363(1912- 1985) ' Diary 01 light" (through
4139.
Oct 30) . Winslow Homer: Paintings 01
the Civil War (Oct 6-Dec 18). JUdith
Rothchild : From Collage into Relief (Oct
28-Dec 31). 775-ii148.

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
Portland, Maine 04101
761-2882 Debbie Dolan

Thursday 10.20
The Malarians Record Release party
Friday 10.21

The Neats

"TRY OUR NEW
FRFSJaY BAKED
BREAD & SAVE
SOME DOUGH."
by Mike Quinn

&Glass Eye
Saturday 10.22
Happy Campers, English Beat style

WHAT? ICE AT THE CIVIC CENTER

Sunday 10.23 and Mooday 10.24

AND NO PENALTY BOXES?

THEWAILERS

Skate America '88

$12 each show
Proceeds from 10.24 Ie benefit the
Red Cross' Jamaican Relief Fund

'fuesday 10.25
Glenn Phillips from Atlanta, GA
Guitarist Extraordinaire

The biggest, freshest sandwiches are now even fresher· served up on freshly
baked bread. And at SJ.OO off they are a big value.

--------.,

Wednesday 10.26
Fab Motion and Lazy Cowgirls

COUPON I
I
I

Thursday 10.27
63 Eyes

I

Friday 10.28
Bebe Buell and the Gargoyles
Record Release Party with the Joneses
Live Video Telecast
Saturday 10.29
Rockin'Vibration
Sunday 10,30-Halloween Party

NRBQ
and the Catheads
Coming Up:

Halloween· Holy Bones
Tues. 11.1- Dan I£cks (Hot Licks)
Wed. 11.2 Burning Spear

45 Danforth Street, Portland

CORSICAN -----,

Restaurant
9 MECHANIC ST.
FREEPORT

across the street
and down the hill
from L.1. Bean

For a quick lunch
or leisurely dinner.
Daily specials, including seafood,
vegetarian dishes, pasta, pizza,
sandwiches, salads and soups.
And don't forget
the homemade pie!

OPEN DAILY 11-9
CLOSED TUESDAYS

865-9421

",no more malls for meI'm off to 'V'.~~~'V"\J'

from a
different
point of
.
view

•

OpTIO~S
a contemporary

collection of
unique fashions,
accessories and crafts

36 Danforth St.

772-8607

yg, DIRK, n-tItT~ THE
Al)0ST MYSTICAL IWPfIIL OF
JOI1TH~ MAINE ~ 8£ST' PJ.Ac£
EIfr! HOLD ME CJ.DSE /IN/)
I'LL TELL VOIJ IIBwr CIlIUN PANGLACk6NED • IfCJ(£foI ••• ~ It

SUITS.MI&

FANrASmS
UNLIMITED
Make-up Available

ENOO 10
MM<'E YW WEEP•••

SWMPflSH
l -_ _-:I

Ho\JJ AIWr A
HOMfJAltl)E

DESJERI ?
4(JJfllfhj
RfJT7tVflMtT

1111- S"'H1i>

One of the great things about
Portland if you are a sports fan
is that there is always something cooking. It doesn't hurt
that Boston is only two hours
away - unless you purchased
World Series tickets in advance.
But seriously, before you
cross the Tobin Bridge and enter
the land of crazy drivers,atleast
be aware of what's on the sports
marquee in Portland Town.
This week the Skate America
'88,aninternationalinvitational
competition will be in Portland
through Sunday, October 23.
Chairperson Priscilla Miller
says, "I'm really excited about
having this competition in
Portland again. In 1986, Skate
America brought a lot of visibility to the city of Portland and
I'm pleased that we have such a
distinguished group of volunteers on our Honorary committee to help us start this event."
The heavy hitters Priscilla
alluded to are U.s. Senators
William S. Cohen and George J.
Mitchell; Robert J. Dunfey,
president, Durifey Properties;
Michael Liberty, president, The
Liberty Group; Charles M. Todorich, publisher, Maine Enterprises; Dan L. Davidson,
vice-president Public Relation
Division, Roger Williams Advertising Inc; Joseph J.Pietroski,
public relations, International
Paper Company in Jay; Robert
Porteous, Jr., treasurer, Porteous, Mitchell & Brown; Dan
Steams, district manager of
public and community relations, New England Telephone;
Sumner Hawley, retired teacher
and administrator from Hyde

School of Maine; and Mrs. Sally
Vamvakias, chairperson of
Women to Women - an International Alcohol Awareness
Program - trustee of Hurricane
Island Outward Bound, and
chairperson of several Skate
America committees_
It is expected that a major
television network will again
broadcast Skate America nationwide. ESPN taped the 1986
event in Portland and aired five
hours of competitive skating in
prime time.
More than 70 skaters representing countries around the
world will compete in Portland
in what will be the only international figure skating event
held in the United States until
after the 1992 Olympic Winter
Games_
Many of the competitors seen
in Portland during Skate America '86 went on the the 1988
Winter Olympics in Calgary.
Several will return to participate in Skate America's exhibition program for professional
skaters.
If you are an ice skating fan,
or would like to quickly become one, here's a slick itinerary you shouldn't miss:
Thursday, October 20: Exhibition and Compulsory Dance,
1 pm; Opening Ceremonies,
Pairs' Original and Ladies'
Original, 7 pm.
Friday, October 21: Men's
Original and Original Set Pat-

tern Dance, 1:30 pm; Pairs' Free
Skating, Ladies' Free Skating,
and Exhibition and Awards, 7
pm.
Saturday, October 22: Free
Dance, Exhibition and A wards,
2 pm; Men's Free Dance, Exhibition and Awards.
Sunday, October 23: Exhibition of Champions starts at 2
pm. What is notableaboutthese
closing ceremonies and worth
the price of admission alone is
watching young skaters from
places throughout Maine escort
these international skating
champions around the ice. It
should be the thrill of a lifetime
for these Maine kids!
Skating enthusiasts predict
that a sure highlight of the
competition will be the perfonnanceofJapan'ssensational
Midori Ito in the Ladies' Competition. Ito placed fifth in the
1988 Olympic Winter Garnes
and sixth in the World Championships. Her electrifying style
is a joy to behold.
There are too many countries
and too many skaters to enumerate here. Suffice it to say
that World Class skaters will
glide in and out of Portland
faster than you can say Cumberland County Civic Center_
Don't slip up on this golden
opportunity-itwon'tbeknocking here again for at least a half
decade, Tickets are currently
on sale at the Civic Center Box
Office and at Ticketron outlets.
Mlch••1 Quinn, Portland sportswriter, puts on his own ice show
everytime he pulls out of his driveway
in winter. His insurance company is the
only major corporate sponsor of that
event.

Oct...... 20, t...

ta
professor of East Asian Civilization at
Harvard on Oct 20, 4 pm at 38 College
Street, Brunswick. Free.
Ed Bradl.y, CBS News correspondent
will lecture on Oct 20, 8 pm in Pickard
Theatre, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Free.

ThePlacr-~
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

From Th ••• Root., a 30 minute

774-2091
• SUBS
You can't keep a eood cop dead.

• PASTA DINNERS

=

NEWv

Investigating some frightening goings-on, otiicers Roger Mortis (Treat Williams) and
his partner Doug Bigelow (Joe PIscopo) pay a visit to Dante laboratories. [t is here that
they discover the hlgli-tech Resurrection Room tha t has been dnlr~'ing au t a. wierd band of
recycled and indestructible cnmmals. And It IS here that Mortis meets his untimely
deatl!. But he's a good cop. And now he's a dead one. And nothing - not even death· is
going to stop him from nailing the bad guys that dicfhim in.

• FRIED DINNERS

PORTLANDIS LARGEST SELECTION

• COLD DRINKS

VI.iting Arti.t L.ctur. Sori ••
Richard Price speaks Oct 20, 4 pm in
Hastings Lounge, USM Gorham. Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 780-5460.
L.ctu.. on pap.rmaklng Oct 21,
7:30 pm. "Papermaking , Ancient Craft
to Contemporary Art Form" will be followed by a demonstration of
papermaking at the Maine Writers
Center, 190 Mason, Brunswick. Free.
For more information, call 729-6333.

Book Art. and Pap.rmaklng:
In.ld.s/Out.ld •• A workshop be-

• TAKE-OUT
/

documentary film on the Harlem Re naissance presented in conjunction
with the exhibition "Harlem Renaissance : Art of Black America" at Bowdoin College. The film will be shown Oct
23 at 2 pm in Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin, Brunswick. Free.
Lectu.. on pap.rmaking Oct 21 ,
7:30 pm. "Papermaking, Ancient Craft
to Contemporary Art Form" will be followed by a demonstration of papermaking at the Maine Writers Center,
190 Mason, Brunswick. Free. For more
information, call 729-6333.

--------,
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You need it yesterday. We'll have itforyou tomorrow.
That fast. Any size sign. Lettering up to 13". Your
choice of color and typestyle. Computer cut vinyl
lettering. Whatever your signage needs. Tomorrow.
That fast.

781-5464
243 Falmouth !load
Falmouth, Maine 04105

COM PAN Y

Ssm OFF PURCHASE OF s5(JKl OR MORE

NJON'S

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 US Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
TEL. (207) 883-9562

SPECIALS
FREE SLICE OF STUFFED BREAD WITH
LUNCH OR DINNER
LUNCH SPECIALS SERVED 7 DAYS 11 AM TO 5PM

Tho Languag. of Lin.: Ma.t.r
Print. from th. P.rman.nt
Colloction Gallery talk Oct 26, 1 pm
and Oct 30, 3 pm at the Walke~ Art
Building, Bowdoin Coflege, Brunswick.
Gardon. to R.member A shde presentation by Mr. Carl Laughrige at Holy
Martyrs Church, 266 Foreside Rd, Falmouth on Oct 26, 7:30 pm. Sponsored
by the Foreside Garden Club. Donation
$3. Refreshments.
Jim Stoltz, who has walked over
15,000 miles of trails in Nonh America,
will present his music, poetry and a
multi-media slide show Oct 26, 7:30 pm
at the Maine Writer's Center, 190 Mason, Brunswick. For more information,
call 729-5083.

Th. Cam.ra V.r.u. th.
Sk.tchbook Oct 27, 8 pm. A lecture
given by William Strapp, curator of
photography at the National Portrait
Gallery. He will discuss the Civil war
photographer]s
approach
to
documenting the war as compared With
that of Winslow Homer and other
sketch artists working for the illustrated
papers. At the Portland Museum of Art.
Free.
Peggy .nd Bryc. Muir, teacher and
adult toy maker, will present a slide
show on lawn decorations, a follow-up
to the publication of their recent book
"Lawn Wars." Oct 28, 7:30 pm. Presented by the Union of Maine Visual
Artists. At the Maine Writers Center,
190 Mason, Brunswick. For more information, call 729-6333.
Wov.n Wood Ba.k••• by Adeline
Allen of Portland are on exhibit during
Oct at the Maine Audubon Society, 118
Rt 1, Falmouth. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5
pm. 781-2330.

Entrl •• for an .xhiblt of wat ....
color. should be submitted in Nov 1,

FISHERMAN'S PLATTER
• Haddock • shriJY't) • clams
served with frem Fries and cole slaw

YOUR CHOICE

$4.95

LOBSTER ROLL
served with chips and pickle

DINNER SPECIALS SERVED 7

ing offered by Widgen Cove Studios of
South Harpswell Oct 22-23 and 29-30
at the Maine Writers Center, 190 Mason, Brunswick. The workshop is an
opportunity to learn the classical techniques of bookmaking and an introduction to papermaking, marbling paper.
and bookbinding. No previous experience is necessary. Cost of the course
is $80 for MWPA members, $100 for
non-members. Pre-registration is required by Oct 15. For more information,
call 729-6333.

DA'~(S

11AM TO 10PM

10 am-4 pm at the Center for the Arts,
804 Washington, Bath. Selected works
will be on display in the gallery Nov 4Dec 6. Each artist may submit up to
three works. No fee for members of the
Center of the Arts, small fee for nonmembers. For more information, call
442-8455.

Ie:

Th. Myst.ry of My.t.rl•• Oct 20,

PRIME RIB DINNER
served with potato or pasta and salad
YOUR CHOICE

MAINE SHRIMP SCAMPI
Served over a bed of linguine with salad
All major creda cards accepted

$9.95

7 pm. Lecture-discussion series on
mysteries at Thomas Memorial library,
6 Scott Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. The
topic of this week's discussion is
"Mysteries: A Writer's Perspective: a
discussion of mystery from a writer's
point of view. For more information, call
799-1720.
Po •• David Walk.r will read from his
work-in-progress on Oct 20, 8 pm at the
Maine Writers Center, 190 Mason,
Brunswick. The reading is open to the
public and a $2-$3 donation is suggested. For more information, call 7296333.
Chln._ po.try is the subject of a
lecbJre being given by Stephen Owen,

Schl-<.I Scl.nc«· and Natural
HI cory Enrlchm.nt ProJ.ct of
the Maine Audubon Society is offering a
Rejuvenation Workshop for teacher of
grades K-8 on Oct 22 in Falmouth. The
workshop will include hands-on science
activities, outdoor teaching skills, critical thinking and problem-solving approaches, and local community resources. Cost for the full day workshop
and luncn is $25. For more information,
calJ Carey Hotaling at the Maine
Audubon Society at 781-2330.
R.adlng Oct 25, 7:30 pm at Raffle's
Cafe Bookstore. Kathleen lignell will
read from her book "The White Buffalo"
and poet David Walker will read from his
forthcoming
book of poetry
"Voiceprints." The reading is free and
open to the public.
L.arnlng In Decline A lecture being
given by Jeffrey Hart of Dartmouth
College Oct 25, 7:30 pm at Eleanor
DeWolfe Ludke Auditorium, Westbrook
College, Portland. A part of the World
Affairs Council series "Is America in
Decline?" Tickets are $5 for the public,
$1 for students. For more information ,
call 780-4551 .
Op.n pootry ..adlng sponsored by
the Portland Writers Network Oct 26, 7
pm at Portland Monthly, 578 Congress,
Portland. Free.
Book. for Lunch Oct 26,12:05-1 pm
at the Portland Public library, Monument Square. This week's discussion is
on "The Phantom of the Opera" by
Gaston Leroux, led by Charles Mitchell.
For more information, call 773-4761.

Bu.lno•• Wom.n'. N.twork of
Maino monthly r11,eeting Oct 26. The
topic "Career/Lifestyle Choices" will be
presented by a panel. Meeting will be
held at Hushang 2 Restaurant, Brown
Street, Portland. For reservations, call
linda Botto at The Bayview Group, 7743798.

Sovl.t Youth In Film. Lecture
given by Vida Johnson, associate professor of Russian, Tufts University.
Oct 26, 7:30 pm in Daggett Lounge,
Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick.

L.ctur. "Dancing and the
Japano•• Anc••tral F•• tlval:
A Way of Talking About
D.ath,~ given by Shuhei Kikkawa,
professor of literature and performing
arts, Tokishuma Burni University,
Japan on Oct 27, 7:30 pm in Daggett
Lounge, Wentwonh Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
La•• r loctu.. "Applications of Lasers
in Communications, Computers and Industry" will be given by Kumar Patel,
head of research at Bell Laboratories
on Oct 27, 8 pm in the Chase Hall
lounge, Bates College, Lewiston. Free.

Why the Nak.d Godd..... In
the F.mlnl.t Study A lecture on
Mantegna's "Parnassus" and "Virtue
Expelling the Vices from her Garden:
given by Leslie James Woodward, professor emeritus of Hispanic SbJdies, U.
of SI. Andrews, Scotland. Oct 27, 7:30
pm, Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.

Th. HI.torlcal Imp.rativ.. of
our S.xuallty A lecture given by
Joan Nestle, author of "A Restricted
Country," on Oct 28 , 8 pm in Kresge
Auditorium , Bowdoin College,
Brunswick.
The Gulf of Maino: It. value to
our .tat. is the topic 01 a conference
being presented by ARGO-Maine Oct
28 in Portland. For more information,
call 633-2838.

Sympo.lum on .Iectoral poll"
tic. Oct 28, 8 pm. "The '88 Presidential
Campaign : The Importance of the Media ," with panelists Kathleen Hill
Jamieson, author of "The Packaging of
a President: and Robert Shrum,
speechwriter for Jimmy Carter, Edward
Kennedy and others at Olin Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston. Free.
Book DI.cu •• lon Oct 29, 10 am at
the Falmouth Memorial library, 5 lunt
Rd. This week's discussion is on "The
Phantom of the Opera" by Gaston Leroux. For more information, call 7812351.
Plan.tarlum buff. Southworth
Planetarium is looking for volunteers to
greet visitors and monitor people in the
dome while the show is going on. Hours
are from 6:30-9 pm on Wed, Fri or Sat.
For more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.

The Portland Public Library is
looking for a volunteer to help mend
wom books. On-the-job- training will
provide the skills needed to determine
what books need mending and how to
mend them. The library asks for a time
commitment of 3-6 hours per week. For
more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.

Llght.hlp Nantuck.t is berthed at
the SMVTI dock in S Portland Oct 1930. Open Tue-Sun 10 am-4 pm. For
more information, call 775-1008.

I
L.agu. of Wom.n Vot... D."
bat. between first district congressional candidates Joseph E. Brennan
and Ted O'Meara Oct 21 , 7 pm at
Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Free and open to the public.

Th. Lo.gu. of Woman Vot.r.'
Voter Van will be out at the Cumberland
County Civic Center Oct 22, 6:30-8 :30
pm and Oct 23 1:30-3:30 pm.

• ••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
For Holiday Gift Giving ...

Copying old and
faded photographs

Housing and CommunityDevelopment
Commltt_ M_tlngs

~ell1ell1berthatold

will offer an opportunity
for citizens
to make proposals for
improvements and public money
for their district.
All meetings are at 7:30 pm
unless olherwise noted.

photograph you found?
Rell1ell1ber how it ll1ade you

October 27, District 5
Riverton Community School

November 2, District 4
Baxter School

feel? You can share the

November 9, District 2
Reiche School

November 10, District 1

ll1ell1ories. Plan now

Harry Cummings Community Center

November 14, Islands
Council Chambers, City Hall, 3 pm

to have it copied in

November 16, Islands
Peaks Island Community Cenler

For more Information,
call Mark Adelson at
Portland City- Hall
775-545t

till1e for the holidays.

• ••

Riverton Community A•• ocla"
tion Annual Pot luck Supper Oct 27, 6
pm at Riverton Community School.
Supper will be followed by the HCD
Committee meeting at 7:30 pm . For
more information, call 797-4578 or 7973960.

D.mon.tratlon and rally at
Saco Dofon •• Sy.t.m. Oct 29.
For more information, contact PAUSICA
at 773-7873.
Peac. Vigil every Wed at noon. Monument Square, Portland.

Liquor and Your Lov. Llf. How alcohol affects interpersonal relationships Oct 20, 7 pm at the Student
Center, USM Gorham. For more information, call 780-5072.

Way.ldo Ev.nlng Soup Kltchon
needs people to help with meal preparation on the second Fri of each month,
4-6 pm. Meals are served from 6-7. For
more information , call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Dental Hygl.ne Work.hop for kids
on Oct 22, 2-4 pm at the Children's Museum , 746 Stevens Ave , Portland.
Children and parents may ask questions and receive information regarding
dental health issues and concerns that
each may have about these. Free with
museum admission. For more information , call 797-KITE.
Bik. For Hop. The AIDS Project
hosts a 27-mile bike-a-thon Oct 22. Th e
bike trip is aimed at increasing awareness and community involvement
about AIDS, as well as raising funds
needed for educational and support
services . For more information, call
774-6877.
Sufi Meditation Oct 23, 6:30-8 pm in
the Upper Auditorium at Mercy Hospital, Portland. The classes are free and
open to the public and introduce the
participants to Sufi meditation and the
teacnings of Hazrat Inayat Khan. Each
session will include mUSic, a breathing
practice, guided meditation and readings . This session will focus on working
with the Aura and the reading is "The
Way of Illumination." For more information, call 657-2605.

E.tlng Dlsord... and tho Family
Oct 25, 7:30 pm at Westbrook Community Hospital, 40 Park Road, Westbrook
- a free monthly support group of New
England Eating Disorders (NEED) Program. For more information, call 7610128.

In Vitro F.rtilization Explaln.d
Free public seminar held by RESOLVE
of Maine Oct 27, 7 pm at the Maine
Medical Center, Dana Center Classroom #3, 22 Bramhall, Portland. For
more information, call toll-free 1-800288-IVFA.

The
Photo
Finish
s

Maine

only exclusive custom black and white proceSSing lab
SPECIALIZING IN:

Photo restorations
Copying old and faded photographs
Black and white processing and printing
B&W prints from color slides
10 Exchange Street, Rm.207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861

.J.lORE ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••
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LOWEST PRI(;ES

mGJmST
TRADE·IN
~(ilJIQlil"

SERVICE &
ODYSHOP
All At...

H 0 USB

Duck Hunting: Tho Big Wat...

A DI.eus.lon of a,. •• t C.nc:.r
• nd ".mmogr-w»h~ Oct 26. 7 pm .
Part of Mercy's Women's Health Series.
Presentation followed by a question
and answer period. In the Medical Staff
Auditorium. Mercy Hospital, Portland.
For more information, call 879-3486.
Dlvore. P ...p.etlv•• meets Weds
at 7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords St. Portland. The topic for Oct 26 is 'Mediation'
led by Kay White. For more information.
call Ingrahm Volunteers at 773-5516.
A H•• lthy D.y For Women Oct 29
A full-day conference on women's
physical, emotional and spiritual hea~h
is being offered by the Dept of Community Programs at USM. Mercy Hospital
and Lifeline. The primary goal of the
program is to promote a positive attitude about women's "taking charge' of
their health. Registration begins at 7:45
am at the Campus Center at USM Portland. The cost for the entire day . including lunch, is $45. For more
information. call 879-3486.

Oct 20, 7:30 pm. Free public clinic at
the L.L. Bean Casco Street Conference
Center. Freeport.
Hlk. on P. .k. 1.I.nd with the Appalachian Mountain Club Oct 23. 12
noon For more information. call
443-9446.

all the way from
Falmouth
High SchooP"
Because when I
treat my students
to pizza, it's the
pizza they ask for.
The service is
exceptional and
the price is reasonable,
It's really worth
the trip"

A V •• r In tho North - Aero••
C.n.d. br C.no. A multi-media
slide program highlighting a 416-day.
2.000-mile canoe journey across
Canada Oct 28. 7:30 pm at the L.L.
bean Casco Street Conference Center
located off Rt. 1 in Freeport. Free and
open to the public.
F.rm...• Wlnt.r School Five sessions on agriculture being offered by
the University of Maine Extension Service. Sessions offered on Nov 5. 14.
21. 28 and Dec 5 in Portland and
Auburn. For more information. call 7804205.

Mrs. Stetson, Librarian
Falmouth High School

GREEN MOUNTAI N

C"FFEE

Llf.lln. Sp.cl.1 Progr.m. Love
Your Back on Tuesdays 5~:15 pm.
starting Oct 25; Weight Wise on Mondays 5:30-6:45 pm. starting Oct 31;
and Smokefree on Tuesdays 6:30-8
pm. starting Oct 25. For brochure and
registration, call Lifeline at 780-4170.

R.fug. . R_.tUem.nt Prog..m

165 Waterman Drive, South Portland

Cumberland and York county individuals and church groups are needed to
help newly-arriving refugees from
Eastern Europe. the Near East and
Southeast Asia adjust to life in Maine.
For information . call the Diocesan Human Relations Services' Refugee Resettlement Program at 871-7437.
...dlt.tlon for Wom.n every Mon
at the Quaker Meeting House. Forest
Ave. Portland. Guided meditation and
ritual. For more information. contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at
773-2294.
Th. AIDS Proj.ct. 48 Deering. Portland. lists many support groups around
Portland for PWAs and the lovers.
caregivers and friends of PWAs. For
more information. call 774~77.

799·5591

..

•RtJASTERS
H.llow•• n Windsock. Workshops
for kids ages 3-5 at the Children's Resource Center Oct 20. 25-27 at lOam
and 1 pm. The cost is $1 per child. The
Center is located at 741 Stevens Ave in
Portland. Register by calling 797-{)525.

•.

~O~

Hands Off
Problems

~

.

O~O
..~

Portl.nd Symphony Oreh •• tr.
will perform a Youth Concert "The Many
Moods of Beethoven' at Portland City
Hall Auditorium on Oct 24-25 at 9:30
and tt am . Tickets are $t .50. For
reservations. call 773~128.

Sales and Service Specialists
99-8 Larrabee Place
Westbrook, ME 04092

Factory/Showroom

9 Circus Time Road, So. Portland 04106
(across from UPS) (207) 7754312

Don Labbe, Reiki practitioner
now has an office at 51 Bridge
St.,Westbrook. The hours are
from 4-8pm on Mon., Wed., Fri.
and 4-6 on Tues.

-,

Reiki healing, a form of laying
on of hands, is a natural healing
method.This discipline promotes
mental and physical relaxation,
and often helps to ease pain.
Reiki sends the message,"You
can be well." to the body, mind
and spirit.

•••

c..co a.y 8lcrcl. Club Ride ev-

Call 854·9257 to set up your
FREE introductory session.

ery Thursday at 6 pm. 10-20 miles.
Meet at Pat's Pizza on Route 1 in Scarborough. After ride join the group for a
pizza. For more information . call
799-1085.

Flicks for kids at the Pordand Public
Library in Monument Sq. For children of
all ages every Saturday at 10:30 am
and Tuesday at 13:30 pm . Free. For
more information, call 773-4761 .
Spring Point Pott.ry Hand-building
clay classes for kids. Call Nancy at
773-0494 or 767-1350.
Looking for. pot? If you are planning to get a new pet. call or visit the
Animal Refuge League. 449 Stroudwater. Westbrook. Puppies. kittens. dogs
and cats of all sizes, colors and ages.
Open 9 am-4 pm. Mon-Sat. The Animal
Refuge League also offers a meeting
room and educational programs for
. area schools, 4H Clubs. Scouts. dog
clubs, and community and animal related organizations. For more informa•
tion. call 854-9771 .

ALL MAJOR COMPUTERS

Supported

=

207-854-2687 (D.B.S.)

Children's Museum. 746 Stevens Ave.
Portland. Stories, masks and ghosts.
Free with museum admission. Reservations required. Reservations. 797KITE.
Haunt.d Hou •• at Super Shaw's
Plaza in S Portland Oct 27-30. Sponsored by the Portland Jaycees.
Haunted House is open Thu-Fri 6-10
pm . Sat-Sun 1-10 pm. Admission is $1.

P AR1Y ANIMALS
Each of the animals in this poli tical bestiary is
associated with one of the clues below. See if you
can match them up.
Great Britain
_ Czarist Russia
_ Tammany Hall
_ Republican Party
Peace
United States
Mexico
Soviet Union
_ Gerrymandering
France
Farm animals
_ Progressive Party
War
.Join or die
_ Democratic Party
_ Black Power

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets for
two on Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize) .
Wilmers will be selected from among the correct
entries by a random drawing. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in a fourweek span, and only one entry is allowed per
con tes tan t.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, October 26. The
solution to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in
the November 3 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.
Send your best guess to:

o 1988 United Feature Syndicate.

The Real Puzzle #21
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE

#19

First prize this week goes to George Gautreau
of South Portland and second prize to Marcia
Noyes of Portland. The rest of you should keep
your fingers out of electrical sockets.

DlOOO Com put e r
ODIOO Consulting &

oomo Programming
DOOm Associates

Open Sundays from 8:00 A.M. to 1 :00 P.M,
"Our Own Home-Made Potato Salad - Cole Slaw Chopped Liver
"Corned Beef - Pastrami - Turkey - Roast Beef and
Cheeses freshly sliced to order
"A Large Variety of Delidous Cold Sandwiches
Open Mon. Thru Sat. 7 A.M. to 9 P.M. Sunday 8 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
MBY GEOR.GE-WE'R.E GOOD'"

THE
LUMBER SHOP
WOOD CRAFTS UNFINISHED FURNITURE

•••
775-3411

MS · DOS
S ottw.re lor

207-854-1155 (voice)

Hallow •• n
work.hop for
pr••c hool... Oct 26. 2-3 pm at the

Children's Museum, 746 Stevens Ave,
Portland. Light breakfast. live entertainment by magician Phil Smith. dunking for apples and plenty of "tricks or
treats.' $5 for museum members. $7.50
for non-members. Reservations. 797KITE.
F. . . . kllng Maine Handicapped Skiing
H.llow•• n P.rt~ All ages. costumes
is looking for volunteers to give a day
welcome Oct 29. 2 pm at the Portland
working one-on-one with handicapped
Public Library. For more information.
skiers in exchange for a complimentary
call 773-4761.
lift ticket to Sunday River Ski Resort for
Chlld,.n·. Siory Hour at the Rivera day. Intermediate or advanced skiers
ton Branch Ubrary, 1600 Forest. Portare needed . This program runs for 10
land on Fri. 10:30 am . Movies for kids
weeks Jan through Mar. Training clinics
on Thu and Fri at 3:30. For more inforwill be held in Dec. Maine Handicapped
mation. call 797-2915.
Skiing progam served 137 people with
Pr••chool Story Tim. (3-5 year
51 volunteers last year. For more inolds) Mon and Wed at 10:30 am. Finger
formation. contact Maine handicapped
Fun for Babies. Wed at 9:30 am. Tales
Skiing. Sunday River Ski Resort. RFD
for Twos, Friday at 10:30 am. Portland
#2. Box 1971. Bethel. ME 04217 or call
Public Library. 5 Monument Square.
824-3018.
Portland. For more information . call
773-4761.
Chlldr.n' • • torl •• at the Portland
Observatory on Munjoy Hill every
Maine Mariners
Wednesday at 1 pm . Sponsored by the
Hockey
Enchanted Forest Bookstore and read
by Kathy Shechan. Free with admission
Home games
to the Observatory, $4 adu~. 35 cents
October 28
for children.
Adirondack Red Wings
Storrtlm. for kids at Scarborough
October 29
Public Library. 165 Black Point Road.
Hershey Bears
For kids ages 3-5 on Wednesdays at
to :30 am and t pm. For kids ages 5-6
November 2
on Tuesdays at 6:30 pm . For more inBinghamton Whalers
formation, call 883-4723.
NovemberS
Slorl •• for kid. at Prince Memorial
New Haven Nighthawks
Library in Cumberland. Wed. 10:30 am.
November 12
stories for two and three year olds. Thu.
Sherbrooke Candiens
10:30 am. stories for three to five year
All game. are at 7:35 pm
olds. Starting Fri. Sep 23 at 1:30 pm. an
at the Civic Center,
eight-week story-art program for
kindergartners. For more information.
Ticket. are $6-$7 and
a .. available at the box office. call 829-3180.

)1\.

ATARI
,

H.llow •• n e.l.br.tlon for kid.
of .11 ag•• Oct 29. 9-11 am at the

,fotd«load~ NU!e fie,;t(~

hydol
"W
make the trip

NETWORKING
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
MAINTENANCE
CUSTOM PROGRAMMING
EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING
SEMINARS
509 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101

&

774-8242

Tole painting classes starting
Nov. 7th 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Sign up now. Call for information.
"The Shop That's Different"

797- 9081

26 Bridgton Rd. (Rl302), Westbrook
Hours: Mon,Fri 8:30-5:00; Sat 9:00-4:30

LILIANA'S

A
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N
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A
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Quality Dry Cleaning
Self Service Dry Cleaning
No Waiting
63 Guaranteed Coin-Op
Machines to serve you
• In a hurry? Drop off your
laundry before work,
pick it up after.
Wash, dry, fold 55¢ lb.
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FREE:

.s~ D.n • Go ()..,
V"' ..~ ';"~fV:C~\' Box of soap with
~~ ,.
0. Q..,
I every triple load and

1
1
1

1.1.1. Congress St. I have a free cup of coffee 1
Portland~ ME
: while you wait! :

772;..344 11

Tjl.A6EDYj WHICK WAS He Ac.c.IOENTL.y
BRoKE OFF 'THE ~EST OF nlE HE AD.

IT WAS TOO \>ITIFV~,EYEN fOR. M'j BROTHfR
AR.NOL.~ To \'-IATC.I-{ TI'IE BAl.LERINA lWII!.1.IN6
WI1H NO HEAD TO THE LOVE\.'j MUSIC., ~o
HE Too~ nlE GUN. OVT Of HIS MOVTH AND
STVc.K "ON HER.. t--iECK.k..JD mATS Hw
MAR.I..~S·S JeWE\.E]<..j BoX SEC,A rtf OUIlNOW lu~~ Til,
KE.'I' Til IN , A"
"IU l\olToM ~o
SHE SH\~H 601 ... ·A\\~~~"1
A.G~I'" !
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I
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(min. 19lbs.)
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SO HEP. BRoTI{ER FReDDIE TRIED To FIX If
fOR. HH.,AND THEN TI{ERE WAS At--iOTHER
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notices

Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds are the marketplace that
well over 16,000 active readers tum to fl ...t whenever
they're in the market for goods or services ... even real
estate, roommates, and relationships. To place your ad,
simply fill out the convenient ·do-it-yourself· form
appearing on this page, then mail or deliver it along with
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions, please
call n2-6672.

FLUTE
FOR
SALE
Gemeinhardt, silver, good
condition, clean. $175 wi
music stand and lesson
books included I Call Gwen
at 774-8831 or leave
message.

CLASSIFIED POLICY

CAR STEREO,
EQ's,
amps, speakers, etc. Sony,
Pioneer, JVC, Clarion, etc.
Everything must go. Ridiculous prices. 865-06 I 5, leave
a message.

Classified ads must be paid for in adv.ance We accept
cash, personal checks , money orders, VISA and
MASTERCARD. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below to determine .:he cost of your ad. FOUND items
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of classified advertising is Monday at 3:00 pm for
the following Thursday's edition. Ads received after the
deadline will be run starting with the next issue. CBW
will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services
for money or goods, or ads with purely sexual content.
CBWwili not print full names, street addresses or phone
numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide
a Post Office Box number in their ad our use the CBW
BOX SERVICE (rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize, refuse or edit
ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be
liable for errors of omissions in, or a failure to insert, any
advertisement for which it may be responsible, beyond
actual space occupied by the ad in which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not
refundable.

PINE DINING ROOM
set.
Moving, can 't use.
Light walnut finish. Tressle
table wl2 leaves. Six chairs
including 2 swivel captain's
chairs. Beautiful condition.
Best offer. Call after 6 pm,
883-3273.
CLASSIFIEDS THAT
WORK. That's what you get
in Casco Bay Week1)r.
MAINE MARTIAL
ARTS SUPPLY
TC ENTERPRISE IMPORT
SPECIALIZING IN ORIENTAL
ART & GIFTS
ALL SIZE NINJA UNIFORMS
FOR HALLOWEENI
SEND $1 FOR FALL
CATALOG:
P.O. BOX 10323
PORTlAND, ME 04103
CALL m-3408

CLASSIFIED INDEX
notices

biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc

person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales

REAL ESTATE INDEX
for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent. retail
for rent. vacation
for sale • commercial
for sale. residential

•
•
•
•

Finest Quality
Handcrafted
All Natural Fibers
Most Affordable

775-1384

Vote!

Phil

STANWOOD
for
County
CommiSSioner

Tuesday, November 8
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BREEZY HILL STABLE LOVE MUSIC? Start inHorse boarding. 15 minutes strumental music lessons
from Downtown, 5 minutes this fall in piano, drums, acfrom Highland Dressage cordion or recorder. All
Center. Warm (insulate.d) ages. Have car, will travel.
bam. Heated full bath and Call Sandy 772-5636 or Jean
lounge-office. Hot water 767-3542. '
wash stal~ lighted riding ring,
1/4 mile track. Daily individ'OUR READERS ARE
ual tumO\,lt. Horses for tale"
active
and involved .
Call aftef 7 pm, 725-2672.
Whether you're a major uniARli YOU bulgin~ wiih kit- versity or a part-time private
tens, puppies or rabbits? Do instructor with experience to
you want gOlld future home.s. share, you should be adverfor .these new merntie1:s- Qt· ti~iilg in LE~RNING.

your 'extellded family? Why
not place a classified in
Casco Bay WEfekly? $5 gets
CERAMICS South Port- you up to 30 words,more
land. We will train a respon- than enough space to find a
sible worker in the production good home for the whole litand finishing of clay prod- ter, if necessary. Call CBW
ucts. Commitment to quality Classified Hodine: n2-6672.
work is required. Pay is
commensutate with experience. Call Andersen DeSign,
773-8415.

EMPLOYERS CBW is your 73 VW BUG Body needs
less expensive recruitment work. Excellent engine.
Must sell. Call Connie, 774alternative. Call 772-6672.
1260.

" ATIENTION
SENIOR
CITIZENS
If you are 55 or over,
able to work and meet
the financial guidelines
of the Senior Commun·
; ity Service Program, we
1 have job opeings.
1 Come to the SCSEP
j Office, Congress
. Building, 142 High
; Street, Suite 416,
1 Porltand between
~ 8:30 am and 1:00 pm
where the job
:; developer will take
" your application.

71 PLYMOUTH VALIANT
Slant 6, runs good. Needs
muffler, sticker. Some rust.
$200. 773-3960.
NEED 2ND OR 3RD car?
Call Richard Nest, T.B. of
ME. 773-2718. Stickered,
warrantied, some financing,
$1,500. to $2,500. 'SO's'84's. Call 773-2718, ask for
Richard Nest.
WHETHER YOU want to
sell your '76 Toyota or buy a
'55 Chevy, use Casco Bay
Weekly!; Classifieds. For
just $5 you have up to 30
words to make your pitch,
and additional words are just
15 cents each. Call the CBW
Classified Hodine: n2-6672.

rec·

- - - --1
If you derive
regular income
from the subject(s)
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use the business rate .
And thank you for choosinQ
Casco Bay Weekly!

Up to 30 words
3 I -45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

(All Charges are Per W_k)
Individual
Business
$ 5.00
$ 7.00
$ 7.00
$ 11.00
$ 9.00
$11.00
$ .15
$ .21
$ 3.00
$ 5_00

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDERED AD) RATES
CALL LEW BEDELL AT CBW: 772-6672
Please read the CBW CI. . .lfled Polle, before completing this form .
Write legibly or type, and use additional paper ~ necessary.

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

I
I
1
1

I
1
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

Not

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

AFFORDABLE OFFICE
space in the Old Port! Old
Port Arms, 58 Exchange
Street.
2 office spaces
available: 1. 390 sq ft $300/mo net; 2. 960 sq It $550/mo net. For more information call Debbie at
Spectrum, 'Inc, 797-<l223.
H 0 LI ST I C therapistsl
healers wanted to rent new
office space in Thornton
Heights section of South
Portland. 12-step recovery
valued. CalI761-2433.
A NO-PAIN, all-gain, allaround good deal is what you
get with a Casco Bay Weekly
classified. It's simple, cheap
and effective. What else
needs be said?

MAINELY
FRIENDS
... A very affordable
match making service
for people of all lifestyles. We offer low
prices and high quality
service. For more info.
call, or write to P.O.B.
251, Augusta, ME 04330.

626-0195

RUNNING COMPANION
wanted. I run long distances
WANTED Mac 512KE or between 6 and 10 miles at a
Mac Plus - Computer cretin 9 minute pace, usually in the
needs used word box, under a.m. Call Linda at 76 I -8009.
$1000 . 761-4556.
PING PONG - Interested
YOU NEED IT. A want-ad in finding a regular ping-pong
in Casco Bay Weekly can partner. I have table and
help you find it. n2-6672.
location. Intermediate to
r - - - - - - - ---, . advanced only. Please call
Greg at 774-<l741.
$ We Buy Good
FALL FOOTBALL, basUsed Books $
ketball, hockey, raquetball ...
Trying to put a team together
Gall 775-3233
or find yourself a partner?
1-4 pm, Mon-Sat
Use the RECREATION classifieds for only $5 a weeki

•

WINDHAM 3Bedroom unfurnished house on 1 acre on
Little Sebago Lake, WID
hookup, refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, garage, deck,
fireplaces. 25 minutes to
Portland. 1111 -7/1. $6501
month. 879-1886 .
HEADING SOUTH? Let
Casco Bay Weekly help you
find the perfect winter tenant
for your home. Call 7726672 to place your ad.

entertainment or Ire
PLAN A LITTLE MUSIC
for your Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Year's
festivities. Hire an ensemble
from Accordion Plus. Sandy
772-5636; Jean 767-3542.

_

IF YOU'RE NOT advertising in Casco Bay Weekly,
you're missing 40,000 entertainment-hungry readers I

Hoot
In

Town...

~~~~~
f"'"

GENO'S

OCTOBER 26
9 PM - MIDNIGHT
AND IT'S FREEl

ROOMMATE WANTED
22 year old professional female looking for nonsmoking
female to share beautiful
apartment in heart of Old
Port. $300 includes heat &
hot water. 772-1002 eves.

CAPE EUZABETH 2 femafes seek I for spacious 3
bedroom home. I 1/2 bath,
huge yard, fireplace. $330
incfudes utilities. Available
1111. Call 799-4551

WEST END. Roommate
wanted for quie~ big, pleasant apt M or F fine. No pets
preferred, but may be able to
accommodate. Very reasonable rent. Call n4-1597
eves or weekends.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Munjoy Hill house with nice
yard. Confirmed clutterbug
needs understanding Bohemian who can pay $250
plus 112 utilities. Call 7741130 alter 5 and on weekends.

*HE ii

APT. LOCATOR: Some of
this week's listings ...
Sheridan Street:
3BR,
$530+; Park Street: I BR,
$365+; Glenridge: 2BR,
$650+; Pine Street: 2BR,
$625 heated. Call for details
on these and a wide variety
of other rental units now
available .
774-9303.
Roommate referral service
also offered. 757 Congress
Street, Portland .
LANDLORDS: List your
rentals with CBW. Phone
772-6672. Ust 3, get 1 free I

1;
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GREAT DANCE MUSIC

x _ __

----

from the 30's to the 80's

'Of' pUtUcatlon:

We need the following information to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidence.

Undo Pervler
Portland
MIchael Hughes Portland

NAME
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

207/773-2898
207/775-0654

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ __
DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Vtsa
Check _ Monay Order
PAYMENT METHOD
MasterCard
Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, - _ Exp. Date _ _ __
Signalure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1
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HOW TO RESPOND to
advertisers using CBW Box
Service: Write your letter to
the Person-to-Person person
of your choice and seal it up
as you would any other piece
of mail.
Address it to:
Casco Bay Weekly, CBW
#___ , 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04 102. We
will forward your letter,
unOj)ened, to the boxholder
within 48 hoursl

Wok On Wh_l.
FINE CHINESE FOOD
MOBILE CATERING
199 West Commercial Sl
Open 11-3 M-F. Will Trayel

• Special Parties
.8irthdays
• Christmas Parties
• AnniverSMies. etc...
Far Menus and Party Plans
call n3-3408 ar write
P.O. Box 10323, Portland, ME

AVOID ·Sunday Classified
Cluner". Call the CBW Classified HoUine: 772-6672.

roomma es

erson to erson

0.103

Don't Wait
Until Year End Get Your Bookkeeping
Organized Now!

"RETURN
TOBASItS"
• Full Range Bookkeeping Services
• Reconstruct Financial Records
• Fixed Asset and Insurance Schedules
1/()2 Mi/ChelJ Road, cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

CALL TODAYl

ome services

TWO ROOM apartment
on Congress Street, right
aeeross from the Good Egg.
Lots of closet space. Clean.
$3 I 5 + utilities. Available
Nov 1. For more info call Ann
at 775-6601.
LANDLORDS:
Do you
relish sifting through 60
pages of Sunday classifieds
when you're looking for
something? Neither do our
40,000 readers. Like you,
they're busy - and busy
people tum to CBW firs!.

RADON AIR TEST KIT
Very neat, meticulous and $25 each. On site test by
reliable. Specializing in color technician within 15 miles of
Refer- Portland, $39.95. Includes
transformations.
ences. Free estimates. 871- detector, placement, pick-up
0287.
and report. 97"10 accurate.
Call Dana, n4.a194.
LAKESIDE CARPET
CLEANING ·Fall Carpet HOUSESITTER ProfesCleaning Special· - Clean sional, single, responsible
any 5 carpeted areas for only woman, non-smoker, looking
$99.95 - and receive a $ I 0 for home to care for. Will
gift certificate for Shop 'N gladly look after pets, plants
Save . Two rooms: $49.95. and housekeeping. Call Kate
One room: $26.95. Call Don after 5:00 pm, 775-0343.
collect at 636-3110.
ASBESTOS REMOVAL
HOUSECLEANINC by Locally based conoern commature, honest, thorough bines safe, prompt service
(but not compulsive) individ- with the lowest rates. Free
ual. $10/hour. Call 775- estimates in Portland area.
1283.
Call 767-<l873.

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE NOW

~

=OLDPORTARMS=

.'

From $450 to $475 (plus heat)

per month!

EASY ACCESS -1mile to Route 295
CONVENIENT -to all intown businesses
POPULAR LOCATION - in Old Port Port area
QUALITY LMNG - fully equipped kitchens
TROUBLE FREE -24-hour maintenance
Lease, security deposit, references required
Sorry, but we can't allow pets

For More Information contact
CONNIE MARSHALL. 797-0223 Weekdays

------------,
II
:

$10

III
I

TI-lE

FRAMING

I

Fully Equipped Super Stretch Limo • Trained
Courteous Chauffeurs • Cellular Phones •
Bar • Stereo • Color TV • VCR •
Moon Roof • Air Conditioning • Tifted Windows

• Visa &Mastercard Accepted

1

LIlVIC)T.J SINE
SEI~\lICE

ORE INFORMATION CALL 883-5700 OR 883-5817

SWF, 25, likes the movies,
R & B dancing and long wel<s
along the ocean, would like
to meet educated, sensitive,
sports-loving SM. Sense of
humor a must. Have you
ever done this before? Me
neither. Please reply to
CBW#135.

ARE THERE ANY other
GWM out there who are carATTRACTIVE, intelligent, ing, intellectual, fairly
honest SWM, 32, kind, good attractive + personal, wi
sense of humor, interests good basic values, inbtrests
include dining out, movies, + respect, who: don't use
SWM, 30, 5'6·, easy going, sports, seeks attractive,
drugs or get drunk, hate bars
intelligent, attractive, hones honest SWF for possible re+ cruising ... between 18-30
and caring, seeks a sincere, lationship. Please reply to
ye&IS old + are looking for a
good heaned, buxom gal for CBW'133.
good friend, like myseH. "
friendship, romance and adso, please write CBW '131.
venture. Where are you?
Write me! CBW Box #136.
SWM, 30 Sincere, intelligent, fun-loving. I enjoy fine ORIENTAL gentleman
25 YEAR OLD busy busi- dining, movies, photograwould like to dabt single pernessman who enjoys cook- phy, intimate conversation,
son between the ages of 22
ing, painting, sports outings, the outdoors, politics and
and 30 for lasting relationetc. seeks professional world affairs. Would like to
businesswoman who is meet an intelligent, exciting ship. Please wribt P.O. Box
15421, Pordand, ME 04101 .
goodlooking. Pfease send woman, 21-30, who seeks
photo if avaHable. Write to: friendship and possibly
P.O. Box 10323, Portland, lasting relationship. Photo A GOOD MAN (or woman)
Maine 04103.
OK but not necessary. isn't hard to find when you
Please reply to CBW #132.
use PERSON TO PERSON.
DO YOU THINK Michael
Jackson and Diana Ross are
the same person? If so, we
should meet. GWM, 24, tall,
trim! Offbeat good looks. I
enjoy the usual (fireplaces,
dining out), but I especially
enjoy the unusual (house
music, Schwarzenegger
films). If you are a like
minded GWM 22-30 and are
I
looking for an excruciatingly
With winter almost upon us, our thoughts
are turning to trips to the ski slopes,
fun friendshiplrelationship
I
candlelight dinners, nights In front of the
please reply to CBW Box
fireplace - you know - the kinds of things
I
'138. No mall queens,
that are more fun when you're not alone.
If you ' ve already got your partner for the
please .
I

/---------------_."\

H$ nfJ ~:~:Tf~~~ver 1~e~~~~.1

0FFANY
CUSTOM

~~~JOB

594 CONGRFSS STREET
PORTlAND, MAINE 04101
2071774-3745
Located at the
Congress Square Gallery

:CJ)JJ.P.Q!1,·f:::.~~ !

SWM, 29 Nice looking, intelligent guy who is passionate about all outdoor sports,
the arts, and enjoying life.
Seeking an attractive (inside
and out), stable, energetic,
mature S/OWF who wants to
share the mountains and
coast of Maine and beyond.
Please reply to CBW #134 .

season lined up, great. But If you're one
of the people out there who are presently
unattached . we'd like you to try something
different this week: a CBW Person to Person
ad. It'll introduce you to well over 16,000
CBW readers, mora than a few of which are
single, and all of which are well read I

PAY FOR TWO WEEKS· GET Y()UR
THIRD WEEK FREE!
Please use the ad fo ... m on page 22, and
enclose this coupon to receive a free week.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

----------------_/
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Call 772-6672
For All The Info

S·TU·D·I·O UA~r~ ~o~Poitland~~~ ~ Art) J

ORK!

bod & soul
...--------,r;; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
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47 India Street
Porlland. 772.a690

I

I

I

ntroductory Special:

Head, Neck &::
Massage
~L Haircut &:: Style

$37 50
.

Only

billboard
CONGRATULATIONS,
STEVE! But are you saved?

S~~ulder

I
I
I

___ _ .!.W~h!h~ ~1 _ _ _ _

I

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/772-6672
187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102

Best

Gassy one-bedroom apartments!

1

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DEUVER TO:

~or$

The

CONFUSED? Your questions on Portland's city government answered by Kathy
Caron, author of ·Inside City
Hall·. Enclose SASE. Write:
Ledgewood Consulting, Box
1, Peaks Island, ME 04108.
Umited Free Offer.

Truly stylish living
in the heart of the Old Port!

I
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biz services

1

1

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ir$liil"t••

I SAW YOUR EYES.
You touched my heart. I fefl
in love. Yours forever - KDB.

THE ROAD LESS TROD.
A sigh and a look back in relief or regret. Will it even
WE'RE FIFTY? What WOMEN'S THERAPY matter tomorrow? No genext? ... Seeking women Groups now forming with low nius, not even in pretend.
entering their fifties to join self-esteem, unhappy rela- Faith, guts and a little talent.
peer-led small group that will tionships, lack of assertivefocus on concerns unique to ness, andlor who are chil- SIDEWALK DANCER
this time in our lives. Call dren of dysfunctional fami- ·Elaine·: I met you in front of
Kathy, 799-7864 evenings.
lies. Some openings in Mon- the Bounty. You stated you
day a.m. group, additional live in Brunswick, and attend
MASSAGE THERAPY is group on Wednesday Bowdoin. I'm the man in blue
now available at Bay Side evenings beginning Nov 2. you questioned about tickStyling, 47 India Street, For further information andlor ets. I've been constantly
Portland. Elizabeth London, registration, contact Cheryl thinking about you. Please
LPN is a graduate of the Aronson, M.A. at 772-3176.
respond. Would love to go
Portland School of Massage
dancing with you! CBW
Therapy and a member of the HELLERWORK - Experi- #137.
American Massage Therapy ence the BodylMind orgaAssociation.
Massage nizing approach of this deep COLORITE .IERK: AirTherapy helps reduce stress but gentle bodywork. Heller- head Lunatic loves you and
and
improve health. work releases panerns of thinks you're the most beauAvailable Mon-Wed-Sat by physical & emotional hold- tiful of men ... Gateways.
appointment Call n2.a690. ing, re-aligns the body and
increases awareness, ease
DANCERCISE in South & wellbeing. Darcey Byrne & DEREK T. We are never
Portland. Mo Freeman of Harry Tweedie, Certified letting you off the hook conMotion Studio in Rockport Hellerwork Practitioners . cerning the bomb. So get
teaches aerobic dance ex- Call 856-6490 for info or free over it and tear.
ercise and toning M-W-F consultation.
7:30-8:30 am. Located at
nM, EMU - Devastating,
Rockwood Systems Center,
MASSAGE THERAPY engineer boots, blond wait2nd Street. Call n2-6421.
available at Gallagher Chiro- ress needs to meet you. The
search beginsl
.I0URNEY INTO SOUL- practic Center, 217 Brighton
making - A weekend to Avenue, Pordand. Christine
explore inner life. November Pettinger, R.N ., Member, I MOTION we reinstate
I 1,12 & 13. Dwinnell & Hall, American Massage Therapy the 'End of the World' party
AsSOCiation. Call n2-2311. at USM. Anyone second?
2071799- I 024.
Massage relieves stress,
TAKE ADVANTAGE! and muscle fatigue and in- ALEX - Weill wonder. Do
Our classifieds reach 40,000 creases circulation, produc- you see me when we pass? I
ing relaxation.
active readers every weeki
half-died.

YOU MAY NOT CARE,
but I still do. Slowly regaining my strength, I still believe. Keep fighting, d--m
you. I know how to walk my
dog.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY,
KEN! No condolences on
your SOth. We all love you.
.I0HNNY ...The Quarterback: Your number one
football fan misses you and
your passes. I love you, Judith.
BLIP & ERIC: Your parties, your loft, you guys,
rule. Love, the girls.
THE EPISODE Part 2.
The saga continues. Friday
finds our hero, the
Landshark, fighting her way
through a case of the
·fears -. A relendess foe, if
ever there was one. All is
right in the Sunset, however,
as the Ninja protects
lands harks and neighbors.
How about some mussels?
I'M NOT SCARED. I'm
tired of you feeling sorry for
yourself and blaming me.
You could have thawed
things out with two words,
but chose to say nothing.
That tells me it's not very important to you, so why
should I worry about it eithef?

CHRISTINE Happy
Birthday, Strawberry Girll
Now go vote! Love, your big
sister.
THANKS TO ST • .IUDE
for all generous favors
gratefully received. Losa H.
GEORGE:
Thank you.
Thank you. Thank you. PS,
what a fall.
LOR, shut your golldang
mouth.
Thanks for the
couch. Punkin, Ken & Pene.
RENEE from the cleaners you gave me a red tie. I gave
you my number. At least I
used the tie ...give me a call.
Guy with tom suit coat.
MITCHELL, I love you,
even though you recorded
my burp and transformed it
into rap. -Crocker.
HAPPY ONE YEAR
anniversary, Amy.
Who
would have ever believed it?
Love you forever, Bill.
COCOONHEADS: Ifa
fried egg is your brain on
drugs, what do you call
breakfast?

BILLBOARD IS HERE!
Put your birthday & anniversary greetings, cryptic messages, streams of consciousness, senseless ramblings, thoughts & wishes in
BELLRINOER: People print with Casco
Bay
change ... so when you come Weeklyl
Mail in the
back down to earth ... we may convenient ad form on page
be strangers.
22 todayl

w. guarantH you, sallsfactlOO 'WIlh
Wf'{ ~oduct you buy at Wickes
Lumber "you are nol sallsf.-d wrth
your purChase, Simply retum (he Item,
1CJgether With prool 01 purchase within
30 days d purchase, and' we
glady exchange il Of, If you prefer,
r.tund )'OUf purchase pnce 1'\ lull
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B
Solid Core
Full View
Storm Door

Custom Made
2-Track Storm
Windows

• Decorative oval deS1Q1l

• Manufactuf*1 to your

lempered safety gtass
• MagnetIC weather striPPIng

• OuaIltyWl_

• to-year warranty
• Brown

01

exact measurements

• Waatherstnpped

white hfllSh

$249

,S7000F

3-Track
Aluminum
Storm Window

ENERGY EFFICIENT

STORM DOORS
• Maintenance-free aluminum

finish

...:

AcryliC

Safety
Glazing
• use non-ye~ acrylte
to oasoly replace broken
door .nd WIndOw glass.

5

99

20"132" EacII

Solid wood core
Magnetic weatherstripping
Choice of white or-brown
32" or 36"

.Iii!, $349
1snS76 Star· Trak

AashlO9 kit ................ '4-4

6' Sliding
Patio
Storm Door

• MaIntenance fr. . ·
• msulated glass
• Greet tor remodeltng at
new constructIOn
• Speaal Ofde. only

28"l<38" , 55000C

• Supenor wood
,.".
oonstruc:non
.. ,~
_ PYvots tor easy ~ _
• ScrMn ,nduded

• Insulated glass with
double kickpanels
• Premium hardware with
keylock
• Full 1W· thick

White
Vinyl
Windows

$129

hmsh; tIn'ln panels for
easy cleaning

B. Crossbuck

A. Sierra
•
•
•
•

• OuaItty-bu'h 3 track

• Malmenance·free white

Yelux
Roof
Window

c. Hi~h performance wood core door
32' or 36x80" $109 each

• Installs easily
• S10PS hea1 k>SS 3. frOSt

• Alumtnum eX1enor

bUIId·up
• While or brOnze
• Harctwafe Lncluded

• Low PfOhle design

..11'1 WOOd Inlenor
• Insulated glaSS
• Slep flaShlnQ Included

$179

Ask at store for details
Hours: MON-THURS 8-6·FRI a-aoSAT 8-5

